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ABSTRACT 
Recent studies of olive oil marketing strategies focus on the growing 
significance of Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) as branding tool and 
producers’ and consumers’ interest in quality attributes. Drawing on qualitative 
research on the island of Lesvos Greece, -an island that is characterized by 
yearlong tradition in olive oil production, large number of olive trees and 
significant amount of olive oil production-, the present project aims to identify 
and analyze different marketing management approaches among long 
established and recently founded olive oil packaging companies. The main 
focus of the study was the examination and comparison of marketing strategies 
in terms of marketing mix (product, place, pricing, and promotion), in light of 
recent discussions on olive oil geographic and organoleptic attributes.  
Firstly, research on the island of Lesvos has recorded local entrepreneurs’ 
positive stance towards the detailed description of organoleptic attributes as a 
differentiating marketing factor. As an outcome their marketing mix is primarily 
focused on olive oil quality attributes. Secondly, research has highlighted that 
the recent proliferation of privately labeled olive oil packaging companies in 
Lesvos could benefit from marketing strategies that combine an interest in 
branding (related to packaging, design, family history and an emphasis on olive 
oil quality attributes and health characteristics), with marketing approaches that 
underline the local background of the product and place it in a broader context 
that brings together threads of collective history, island tradition, scientific 
knowledge, and sensual experience. Research’s outcomes could be of benefit 
to olive oil entrepreneurs, state officials, and consumers. 
Keywords: olive oil, marketing, Lesvos, PGI (Protected Geographical 
Indication), quality attributes 
Venetia Kantsa 
March 2018  
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PREFACE 
	  	  	  	  
I lived the beloved name 
In the shade of the grandmother olive tree 
In the roar of the lifelong sea 
 
Odysseus Elytis, Sun the First VIII 	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INTRODUCTION 
Despite the fact that Greece is the third largest olive oil producer worldwide, 
following Spain and Italy, only a quarter of olive oil product is labelled/branded, 
while the rest is consumed by producers or sold in bulk, mainly to Italy. 
According to a literature review of recent sectoral and market studies (Kountouri 
and Prodromidis, 2017) the Greek olive oil value chain is characterized by “a) a 
mulitude of olive groves, mills, refineries, bottling and labelling companies 
which, by and large, are relatively small and not well integrated with other 
stages, b) a fragmented producer cooperative structure which, on the whole, 
does not facilitate standardization of quality control, c) short distribution 
channels, and d) a retail sector dominated by a few large bottling and labelling 
companies that are said to be facing fresh competition from brands bottled by 
supermarket chains” (2017: 34-35). Meanwhile, a significant number of newly 
established companies has emerged that invest in olive oil packaging, branding, 
distributing and exporting. The emergence of these companies that claim a 
share in the olive oil market is to be attributed to recent economic crisis in 
Greece and the need for entrepreneurial opportunities as well as the growing 
internationalization of quality agrifood products and the turn to “quality” 
products. 
Drawing on qualitative research on the island of Lesvos Greece, -an island that is 
characterized by yearlong tradition in olive oil production, large number of olive 
trees and significant amount of olive oil production-, the present project aims to 
identify and analyze different marketing management approaches among long 
established and recently founded olive oil packaging companies. 
	   10 
In addition to secondary data on olive oil producing, consuming, and exporting 
an analytical framework is being employed that utilizes recent studies on olive 
oil marketing focusing on the significance of geographical indication/ branding 
and/or quality, i.e. organoleptic, attributes. The theoretical framework has been 
used for multimodal web content analysis of 17 olive oil packaging companies in 
Lesvos as well as the study of 12 open ended interviews with local 
entrepreneurs. 
The main focus of the study was the examination and comparison of marketing 
strategies in terms of marketing mix (product, place, pricing, and promotion), in 
light of recent discussions on olive oil geographic and organoleptic attributes. 
The study consists of six chapters. The first three chapters focus on the analytical 
and methodological framework of the research: Chapter One provides a 
contextual setting of olive oil marketing worldwide in general and in Greece in 
particular referring to numbers and figures; Chapter Two focuses on a review of 
the literature related to olive oil marketing; Chapter Three describes research 
methodologies. The last three chapters offer a description and analysis of 
research findings: Chapter Four provides a context of olive oil packaging in 
Lesvos; Chapter Five analyzes target markets and product positioning; Chapter 
Six uses the Marketing Mix 4Ps approach to discuss marketing strategies 
adopted by packaging olive oil companies in Lesvos. In the Conclusion the main 
findings of the research are presented and recommendations are made. 	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1.  CONTEXTUAL SETTING 
1.1. OLIVE OIL MARKETING WORLDWIDE 
1.1.1. Olive Oil Production, Consumption and Exports 
The olive oil industry is important for the Greek agrifood sector. The number of 
cultivated trees is quite large, not only by national standards but also on an EU-
wide basis as well. According to data provided by the Federation of Olive Oil 
Packaging and Labeling Industries, Greece is the third largest olive oil producer 
in the world while more than 70% of the total Greek olive oil production is of 
extra-virgin quality. 1  Yet, only a small percent of the production is being 
packaged. In addition, significant decrease in olive oil production in Greece and 
consumption worldwide prompts to rethink issues of marketing management 
and placing in the global market.2 
Drawing on data from the International Olive Council the following tables 
present olive oil production, consumption and export during the last five years 
for the three major EU olive oil producers –i.e. Spain, Italy and Greece, for EU in 
total, and worldwide (numbers in 1000 t). 
Table 1: Olive Oil World Production 
Production 2013/4 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 
(provisional) 
2017/18 
(provisional) 
Spain 1781.5 842.2 1403.3 1286.6 1090.5 
Italy 463.7 222 474.6 182.3 320 
Greece 132 300 320 195 300 
EU 2482.6 1434.5 2324.4 1747.6 1805.2 
World 3252 2458 3176.2 2539 2894 
Source http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/estaticos/view/131-world-olive-oil-figures 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 https://www.oliveoilmarket.eu/ [accessed November 2017] 
2  See https://www.oliveoilmarket.eu/olive-oil-performance-in-201617-and-estimates-for-201718/ [assessed 
November 2017]  
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Table 2: Olive Oil World Consumption 
Consumption 2013/4 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 
(provisional) 
2017/18 
(provisional) 
Spain 524.8 492.2 494.5 457.2 470 
Italy 641.1 571.7 598.2 514 557 
Greece 140 130 140 105 120 
EU 1508.5 1383.7 1433 1258.5 1346 
World 3075.5 2916 2979.5 2803 2954 
Source http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/estaticos/view/131-world-olive-oil-figures 
 
Table 3: Olive Oil World Exports 
Export 2013/4 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 
(provisional) 
2017/18 
(provisional) 
Spain 289.7 236.8 297.8 284.8 255 
Italy 233.3 199.6 208.1 214.8 220.3 
Greece 15.7 16.8 19.3 7 9.8 
EU 594.9 503 568.3 550.2 526.1 
World 785 929 788.5 755 890.5 
Source http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/estaticos/view/131-world-olive-oil-figures 
Between 2013/04 and 2017/18 Greek production of olive oil ranged from a low 
of 132 000t (2013/14) to a record high of 320 000t (2015/16). Domestic 
consumption in Greece has been rather steady with the exception of 2016/17 
that has to be attributed to a decline of olive oil production during this year. 
Exports ranged from a record of 19.300 t in 2015/16 to a record low of 7.000 t in 
the following year. 
From a worldwide perspective according to the International Olive Council and 
based on the provisional data provided by the countries, global production in 
the 2016/17 crop year is set to reach 2 538 000 t, for a 20% decrease, down by 
631 500 t compared to the previous crop year; consumption stands at around 2 
740 000 t (-9%); imports and exports are coming in at 799 000 t and 798 500 t 
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respectively. The member countries of the IOC produce a total of 2 349 500 t, 
which are 93% of total world production for 2016/17. EU countries as a whole 
accounted for 1 744 500 t, which is a 25% decrease for the group. In Spain 
production at 1 283 600 t dropped by 8.5%, followed by Greece with 195 000 t 
(-39%), Italy with 182 300 t (-62%) and Portugal with 69 400 t (-36%). In the other 
IOC member countries, production decreased overall by 8% with a total of 605 
000 t, with Turkey heading the group with 177 000 t, reporting a 24% increase, 
followed by 110 000 t in Morocco (-15%), 100 000 t in Tunisia (-29%), 63 000 t in 
Algeria (-23%), while the remaining countries report a total of 155 000 t. 
Consumption in IOC member countries totalled 1 926 500 t, which is an 11% 
year-on-year decrease. In other non-member countries, consumption is set to 
come in at around 813 500 t for a 2% year-on-year decrease. 
In relation to prices olive oil producers in Greece charge extra virgin olive oil 
almost as much as olive oil producers in Spain and significantly lower than the 
ones in Italy. 3 4 
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 For detailed weekly estimates of olive oil prices see 
https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/sites/agriculture/files/olive-oil/prices/weekly-prices.pdf [accessed 
December 2017] 
4 However, Italy seems to have more difficulties to compete in the world market compared to Spain. 
Pomarici and Vecchio (2013) argue that the difficulties of Italian olive oil industry to compete in the world 
markets can be related to two factors: 1) stagnant demand in the main producer/ consumer countries and 
strong competition arising from the Spanish olive oil industry that is increasingly involved in processing and 
trade. On the other hand the growth of the Spanish olive oil production has been due to the combined 
effect of investment in new geographical areas and the introduction of radical innovations in the cropping 
systems. 
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Figure 1: Movements in Producer Prices –Extra Virgin Olive Oil  
 
Source http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/estaticos/view/133-eu-producer-prices 
 
1.2. OLIVE OIL MARKETING IN GREECE 
1.2.1. Olive Oil Production and Exports  
Olive oil market plays a significant role in the Greek agriculture economy. 
According to data provided by the Hellenic Statistical Authority the financial 
account for olive oil in 2015 (updated 14.11.2017) was 1055.14 millions euro 
(production prices). In the following table one can observe olive oil production 
in relation to location and geographic region. 
Table 4: Greek Olive Oil Production 
Category: 08 
Description: 
Olive Oil 
Greece 1055.14 
Location Geographic Region 
Attica 8.57  
Source: International Olive Council - November  2017
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Aegean islands, Crete 359.09 
 
North Aegean 47.06 
South Aegean 13.25 
Crete 298.78 
Northern Greece 59.48 Eastern Macedonia, Thrace 16.82 
Central Macedonia 29.83 
Western Macedonia 0.14 
Epirus 12.69 
Central Greece 628 Thessaly 24 
Ionian Islands 42.18 
Western Greece 154.27 
Central Greece 81.33  
Peloponnese 322.22 
Source: Hellenic Statistical Authority –Financial Account for Olive Oil in 2015 
As mentioned in the previous subchapter Greece is the third largest olive oil 
producer in the world while more than 70% of the total Greek olive oil 
production is of extra-virgin quality.5 
According to the Panhellenic Exporters Association report the main 
geographical regions for virgin olive oil exports in 2016 are mainly EU (85.9% in 
volume share) followed by United States (7.9%) and other European countries 
(2.1%). In relation to specific markets the main markets for Greek olive oil 
exports are Italy (70.5% in volume share) followed by United States (5.4%)  and 
Germany (4.6%). 
Table 5: Greek Exports by Geographical Regions 2016 
REGION  
Value  Volume  Unit value  
( ,000 € )  % share  (in tons)  
% 
share  
( €/ton )  Index  
EU  412.233  82,4%  117.671  85,9%  3.010  82,4  
OTHER EUROPE  15.084  3,0%  2.874  2,1%  5.249  143,7  
NORTH AMERICA  47.439  9,5%  10.873  7,9%  4.363  119,5  
OTHER AMERICA  2.477  0,5%  524  0,4%  4.727  129,5  
MENA (MIDDLE 3.698  0,7%  783  0,6%  4.724  129,4  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 https://www.oliveoilmarket.eu/ [accessed November 2017] 
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EAST & NORTH 
AFRICA)  
OTHER ASIA  11.153  2,2%  2.309  1,7%  4.830  132,3  
OTHER AFRICA  801  0,2%  184  0,1%  4.349  119,1  
OCEANIA (or 
AUSTRALIA)  
7.131  1,4%  1.715  1,3%  4.157  113,8  
SHIP SUPPLIES  0  0,0%  0  0,0%  -  -  
OTHER COUNTRIES  0  0,0%  0  0,0%  -  -  
Total  500.017  100,0%  136.933  
100,0
%  
3.652  100,0  
Source: KEEM calculations based on original NSSG (ESYE) data - Quick report “Trade of Greece for the product Olive 
oil, virgin SITC Code (Rev 3): 42141 (2012-2016) [provided 26.2.2018] 
 
Table 6: Main Exports Markets for Greece 2016 
COUNTRY  
Value  Volume  Unit value  
( ,000 
€ )  
% share  (in tons)  % share  ( €/ton )  Index  
ITALY  
323.85
2  
64,8%  96.583  70,5%  3.353  91,8  
UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA  
33.173  6,6%  7.424  5,4%  4.468  122,4  
GERMANY  31.131  6,2%  6.335  4,6%  4.914  134,6  
CANADA  14.201  2,8%  3.436  2,5%  4.133  113,2  
AUSTRIA  11.863  2,4%  2.397  1,8%  4.950  135,6  
CYPRUS  9.066  1,8%  2.550  1,9%  3.555  97,4  
AUSTRALIA  6.649  1,3%  1.612  1,2%  4.125  113,0  
SP AIN  6.637  1,3%  3.237  2,4%  2.050  56,1  
UNITED KINGDOM  5.986  1,2%  1.372  1,0%  4.362  119,5  
SWITZERLAND  5.193  1,0%  920  0,7%  5.642  154,5  
RUSSIA  4.856  1,0%  929  0,7%  5.228  143,2  
SWEEDEN  4.100  0,8%  873  0,6%  4.699  128,7  
FRANCE  3.869  0,8%  769  0,6%  5.035  137,9  
CHINA  3.803  0,8%  814  0,6%  4.673  128,0  
JAPAN  3.674  0,7%  707  0,5%  5.200  142,4  
Sub total (15countries)  
468.05
5  
93,6%  129.957  94,9%  3.602  98,6  
Total  
500.01
7  
100,0%  136.933  100,0%  3.652  100,0  
Source: KEEM calculations based on original NSSG (ESYE) data -Quick report “Trade of Greece for the product Olive oil, 
virgin SITC Code (Rev 3): 42141 (2012-2016) [provided 26.2.2018] 
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1.2.2. Olive oil Packaging 
The great difference in volume share between Italy and the remaining export 
markets is to be attributed to the fact that the main volume of Greek virgin olive 
oil is being exported to Italy in bulk form and only a small percent of the 
production is being packaged. 
However, in recent years the Greek crisis has endorsed the need for more 
exports and thus new packaging for Greek olive oil.6 During the last years a 
significant number of entrepreneurs have invested in packaging, branding, 
promoting and exporting the Greek olive oil as a high quality product. This 
effort is not without obstacles. The main difficulties faced by olive oil exporters 
are marketing strategies and high quality controls that would ensure best quality 
and guarantee a place for the Greek olive oil in the global market. As mentioned 
by one entrepreneur, “The export of branded olive oil is not an easy job” and is 
not a coincidence that Greece has only 2% of the global market.7 
 
1.3. THE CASE OF OLIVE OIL FROM LESVOS 
Among the best branded olive oils worldwide -161 in total- only nine are Greek.8 
According to the world ranking in 2015 three out of nine are produced in Lesvos 
which has a yearlong tradition in olive oil production.9 In Lesvos are to be found 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 According to an article published in July 2013 Greek olive oil packaging is taking on new creative designs. 
So much so that the Greek Graphic Design & Illustration Awards (EVGE) founded a brand new award 
category to honor the country’s graphic designers creating them. https://www.oliveoiltimes.com/olive-oil-
basics/crisis-inspires-new-packaging-for-greek-olive-oil/35707 [accessed November 2017]. See also a 
recent MSc thesis by Aikaterini Kouveli 2016 “Packaging Design in Today’s Industries. Case Study: Olive 
Oil Packaging Design”, Unpublished MSc Thesis, IHU, Thessaloniki, Greece. 
7 http://www.ypaithros.gr/dinami-gia-to-elliniko-ladi-i-etiketa/ [accessed December 2017] 
8 Spain has 64, Italy 41 and Portugal 19 http://www.emprosnet.gr/article/80217-tria-elaiolada-tis-lesvoy-sta-
kalytera-toy-kosmoy [accessed December 2017] 
9  More specifically the «Acaia Medium Kolovi Lesvos» produced by «Acaia Hellenic Agricultural 
Enterprises», occupies the 79th place, «Eirini Plomario», that belongs to Kalaboka family is ranked in the 93rd 
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eleven million olive trees spread in continuous olive groves. The main olive 
varieties on the island are: a) Valanolia or Kolovi which is indigenous and can be 
found in soils rich in slate and attitudes of 500m. It convers 7/10 of the olive 
groves of the island and has a high olive oil content (25-30%) and b) Adramitiani 
or Aivaliotiki coming from Adramiti in Asia Minor and covers 1/5 of the islands 
olive groves. It is cultivated mainly in the district of Mytilene and is both edible 
and olive oil giver.10 
With the exception of a limited number of companies that invested in 
labeling/exporting the large amount of olive oil production of the island of 
Lesvos was not labeled/branded. Only recently a growing number of 
entrepreneurs invest in producing, packaging, branding and exporting and olive 
oil produced in Lesvos is currently to be found in major olive oil exhibitions and 
competitions. 
Marketing strategies of exporting olive oil producers are not identical. While 
many of them invest in locality and the fame of the island as an olive oil 
producing place, others choose to invest in luxury branding and in non-localized 
concepts that are related to senses. 11 Their strategies and decisions need to be 
approached and analyzed in the light of recent literature on olive oil marketing 
management.	    
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
position, and the 145th is occupied by «Jordan» that is produced by the Protouli family. 
http://www.emprosnet.gr/article/80217-tria-elaiolada-tis-lesvoy-sta-kalytera-toy-kosmoy [accessed 
November 2017] 
10 http://en.mytilene.gr/municipality-of-lesvos/municipal-units/agiasos/olive-groves/ [accessed December 
2017] 
11 «Robust. Sexy. Those are two words Stratis Camatsos uses to describe the bottle that contains his new 
extra virgin organic olive oil, EVO3, from the Greek olive oil producing island of Lesvos. He also adds he 
selected the distinct dark colored glass bottle for its functionality https://www.oliveoiltimes.com/olive-oil-
basics/olive-oil-bottling-greek-crisis/38265 [accessed November 2017] 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW: OLIVE OIL MARKETING 
2.1. INTRODUCTORY: REGULATIONS OF OLIVE OIL MARKETING STANDARDS 
According to designations and definitions of olive oil provide by the 
International Olive Oil Organization:  
“Virgin olive oils are the oils obtained from the fruit of the olive tree (Olea 
europaea L.) solely by mechanical or other physical means under conditions, 
particularly thermal conditions, that do not lead to alterations in the oil, and 
which have not undergone any treatment other than washing, decantation, 
centrifugation and filtration”.  
Table 7: Virgin Olive Oils Fit for Consumption  
Extra virgin olive oil Virgin olive oil which has a free acidity, expressed as oleic 
acid, of not more than 0.8 grams per 100 grams, and the 
other characteristics of which correspond to those fixed 
for this category in the IOC standard. 
Virgin olive oil:  Virgin olive oil which has a free acidity, expressed as oleic 
acid, of not more than 2 grams per 100 grams and the 
other characteristics of which correspond to those fixed 
for this category in the IOC standard. 
Ordinary virgin olive 
oil:  
Virgin olive oil which has a free acidity, expressed as oleic 
acid, of not more than 3.3 grams per 100 grams and the 
other characteristics of which correspond to those fixed 
for this category in the IOC standard. This designation 
may only be sold direct to the consumer if permitted in 
the country of retail sale. If not permitted, the 
designation of this product has to comply with the legal 
provisions of the country concerned. 
Virgin olive oil not fit 
for consumption as 
it is, designated 
lampante virgin 
olive oil 
Is virgin olive oil which has a free acidity, expressed as 
oleic acid, of more than 3.3 grams per 100 grams and/or 
the organoleptic characteristics and other characteristics 
of which correspond to those fixed for this category in 
the IOC standard. It is intended for refining or for 
technical use. 
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Refined olive oil  Is the olive oil obtained from virgin olive oils by refining 
methods which do not lead to alterations in the initial 
glyceridic structure. It has a free acidity, expressed as 
oleic acid, of not more than 0.3 grams per 100 grams and 
its other characteristics correspond to those fixed for this 
category in the IOC standard. This designation may only 
be sold direct to the consumer if permitted in the country 
of retail sale. 
 
Olive oil  Is the oil consisting of a blend of refined olive oil and 
virgin olive oils fit for consumption as they are. It has a 
free acidity, expressed as oleic acid, of not more than 1 
gram per 100 grams and its other characteristics 
correspond to those fixed for this category in the IOC 
standard. The country of retail sale may require a more 
specific designation. 
Olive pomace oil  Is the oil obtained by treating olive pomace with solvents 
or other physical treatments, to the exclusion of oils 
obtained by re esterification processes and of any 
mixture with oils of other kinds. It is marketed in 
accordance with the following designations and 
definitions: 
• Crude olive pomace oil is olive pomace oil whose 
characteristics correspond to those fixed for this 
category in the IOC standard. It is intended for 
refining for use for human consumption, or it is 
intended for technical use. 
• Refined olive pomace oil is the oil obtained from 
crude olive pomace oil by refining methods which do 
not lead to alterations in the initial glyceridic structure. 
It has a free acidity, expressed as oleic acid, of not 
more than 0.3 grams per 100 grams and its other 
characteristics correspond to those fixed for this 
category in the IOC standard. This product may only 
be sold direct to the consumer if permitted in the 
country of retail sale. 
• Olive pomace oil is the oil comprising the blend of 
refined olive pomace oil and virgin olive oils fit for 
consumption as they are. It has a free acidity of not 
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more than 1 gram per 100 grams and its other 
characteristics correspond to those fixed for this 
category in the IOC standard. The country of retail 
sale may require a more specific designation. 
Source: http://www.internationaloliveoil.org/estaticos/view/83-designations-and-definitions-of-olive-oils 
The olive oil production industry that extends from the producer of olives and 
ends with olive oil packaging and marketing sector is a highly regulated by the 
European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) production area. It is regulated 
through the common organization of the markets in olive oil, pursuant to 
Commission Regulation (EC) 136/66, and its successive reforms in 1998 (EC 
1638/98), 2004 (EC 865/2004), and 2007 (EC 1234/2007) (Dios-Palomares, 
Martinez-Paz, Prieto 2013). In addition, the subsequent Commission Regulation 
EC 29/2012 has regulated marketing standards for olive oil that are discerned in 
obligatory and optional ones.12 
Table 8: Mandatory Indications of Olive Oil 
Packaging Maximum capacity of 5L 
Labelling of category of 
oils 
• Extra virgin olive oil 
• Virgin olive oil 
• Olive oil 
• Olive pomace oil 
Labelling of designation 
of origin 
• EU Member state or third country 
• Protected designation of origin (PDO) 
• Protected geographical indication (PGI)13 
 
Table 9: Optional Indications of Olive Oil 
Mode of procedure • First cold pressing 
• Cold extraction 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 See http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32012R0029&from=EN [accessed 
January 2018] 
13 Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) and the Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) that have a 
specific link to the region where the product comes for are logos produced by EU. See Source: 
https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/quality/schemes_en [accessed January 2018] 
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Quality parameters • Acidity: measures the amount of free fatty oleic 
acid 
• Peroxide: determines the initial oxidation of an 
oil in a quality analysis 
• UV spectrophotometric analysis: measures olive 
oil purity 
Organoleptic 
characteristics 
Positive attributes: Perceptions produced by good, 
healthy, fresh olives 
1. Fruity 
2. Bitter 
3. Pungent 
Defects: non-positive perceptions related to 
alterations in the product or the raw material 
1. Fusty/muddy sediment 
2. Winey 
3. Musty 
4. Rancid 
5. Frostbitten olives (wet wood) 
6. Others 	  
Although olive oil is a differentiated product for its own characteristics it is not 
easy to define which characteristics are able to have an influence on price 
(Sabbatini 2016: 5). The evaluation of an olive oil product can be discerned in 
intrinsic, –related to the olive variety, the color, the place of origin, the producer 
name–, and extrinsic characteristics that are not directly related to the product 
such as the expert grade. Moreover, a recent study on the labeling and 
denominations of olive oil and the examination to what extent these factors 
confuse consumers has confirmed the original hypotheses that different 
denominations of olive oil prevent consumers from distinguishing among the 
types of olive oil and that the current generic forms of olive oil affect consumer 
perceptions regarding the product’s various qualities and characteristics 
(Marcolinini and Lopez-Zafra 2015).  	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2.2. OLIVE OIL MARKETING  
It is noted that although consumers look for the highest affordable food quality 
their perceptions are related to culturally linked variables that vary significantly 
among different countries. Thus, different perceptions lead to different purchase 
decisions.  
In relation to food products Marchesini, Hasimu and Regazzi (2007) refer to 
seven distinct facets, -mentioned by Cazes-Valette in 2001-, that could be 
distinguished to define quality: 
• Nutritional quality: the food’s overall contribution to a balanced 
diet.  Hygienic quality: when the food contains no harmful or toxic 
substance and is  therefore supposedly good for your health.   
• Functional quality: if the product is practical to purchase, handle, 
transport, prepare  and use.  
• Organoleptic quality: the sensory pleasure that the product 
procures when it is  purchased or eaten.   
• Social quality: according to how the food position ourselves in 
terms of belonging to a  group or in relation to a reference group.  
• Symbolic quality: acceptability by the consumer’s cultural 
background.   
• Humanistic quality: if it’s grown using environmentally friendly 
practices or providing  farmers a fair price   
Recent studies of olive oil marketing strategies pay attention on the significance 
of geographical indication as branding tool and producers’ and consumers’ 
interest in quality attributes.  
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2.2.1. Geographic Origin Indicator as Branding Tool 
In their article “Geographic Origin as a branding tool for agri-food producers” 
Angela Tregear and Matthew Gordon (2005) refer to Keller’s (1993) conceptual 
model according which “the level of brand equity depends on two main 
components: brand awareness and brand image. Brand awareness refers to the 
ability of consumers to identify a brand under different conditions (Percy and 
Rossiter, 1992) and is usually measured in terms of their ability to recognize a 
brand or recall it when given the product category as a clue. A brand’s 
associations (image) are anything that is directly or indirectly linked in 
consumer’s memories to a brand” (2005: 4). Drawing on the above definition the 
authors argue that the indication of geographical origin on a product may fulfill 
the same function as brands.  
Following a similar path, research on consumer preferences for extra-virgin olive 
oil in Italy (Panico et al. 2014) has shown that information of origin (PDO or PGI 
certification) and labeling of the origin, production method, and organoleptic 
characteristics crucially affect consumer preferences for olive oil. Market 
segmentation has proved that there are customers who choose for origin and 
organic certification as well as labeling clarity. These findings are supported by 
systematic review of literature on consumer preferences for extra-virgin olive oils 
(del Giudice et al 2015) that reveals the extent how origin and brand decidedly 
affect consumer preferences. According to the authors the significance of origin 
is closely related to the European Union issued EC Regulation 182/09 in 2009 
that made information on product origin clear and mandatory on the label. On 
the other hand, brand in olive oil is also an important attribute. Authors argue 
that according to the literature “in recent years the role of private labels has 
acquired major strategic value. Indeed, national and international brands of the 
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large retailers, thanks to the reputation that they have built up, manage to 
supply the consumer with a guarantee not only of organoleptic quality and food 
safety but also of environmental (integrated production with the use of low 
input) and social sustainability (ethical certifications like SA8000). Organic 
certification represents an element of product differentiation, related to safety 
and the environment, which the consumer clearly appreciates” (2015: 11). 
2.2.2. Quality attributes 
While origin and brand are recognized as significant for consumers’ choices the 
significance of sensory profile of EVOs is under question. Although agricultural 
research and sensory panels pay growing attention into identifying which 
aspects of taste and smell are indicators of quality and are able to correlate 
them with production techniques (Cicia et al. 2013) byers seem to be less 
interested in taste and smell indicators of extra virgin oil preferring neutral flavor 
oils.  As noted by de Giudice et al., “the situation that currently emerges is that 
a quality EVO has a sensory profile which is quite marked and well 
differentiated. By contrast, on the consumption side, the consumer prefers 
standard oils with little or no personality. This is amply highlighted by the results 
of the econometric model where neutral taste is ranked fourth in importance, 
after brand, organic certification and origin certification. This probably 
represents the question of the most topical interest” (2015: 12). 
 
2.3. OLIVE OIL MARKETING MIX IN GREECE 
According to Krystallis and Ness (2005) the main problem faced by the olive oil 
industry in Greece is associated with insufficient investment in the adoption of 
modern marketing strategies. As a result, only 35-38% of domestic consumption 
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is represented by well-known brands of bottled olive oil, packed according to 
EU legislation.  
Earlier research in the domestic market by Siskos, Grigoroudis, Matsatsinis, 
Baurakis and Neguez (1995) revealed that the percentage of Greek consumers 
using extra virgin olive oil is significant (70%). The study identified two segments 
according to frequency of usage, -i.e. daily usage, and almost all purposes-, and 
three segments according to preference for packaging, -i.e. large metallic cans 
(17L) bought directly from producers, smaller plastic cans (5L), plastic or glass 
bottles (1L). Extra virgin olive oil brand selection criteria were associated with 
company image (88%), packaging attractiveness (55%), influence of different 
information sources (52%), and overall brand perceived quality (40%). The price 
of extra virgin olive oil as selection criterion had little influence (only 3%).  
In their research on the preferences of younger, more educated and higher 
income Greek consumers for “quality” olive oil brands (whereas quality is being 
defined as a bundle of extrinsic quality cues such as quality assurance labels, 
health-related information, country-of-origin indication, bottle material and 
price) Krystallis and Ness came to the conclusion that “the lack of any quality 
label, of the country-of-origin sign and of a glass bottle exhibit zero utilities and, 
thus, exercise a kind of “neutral” effect on respondents” (2005: 82). As the 
authors argue, this attitude may be attributed to the fact that the corresponding 
olive oil brand might be regarded indifferently since these are the most common 
olive oil brands that Greek consumers are very familiar with. Probably this is the 
reason behind the appearance of zero utilities for common characteristics in 
comparison to the innovating ones, such as quality labels or glass bottles. 
Another interesting outcome of the research is related to price: the higher the 
price the greater the utility derived from it. The authors attribute this outcome to 
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the high stated purchase involvement of Greeks; “it seems that the notion of a 
“value for money” olive oil price is being generally satisfied by the actual price 
levels of the Greek olive oil brands” (2005: 82).  
Subsequent research on olive oil marketing focused on retail price structure that 
is related to product natural attributes, production and processing conditions, 
quality control, labeling and distribution (Karipidis et al. 2005), on consumers’ 
and distributers’ values (Matsatsinis et al. 2007), on Greek olive oil chain and 
ethical traceability (Vassiliou et al. 2008), on marketing practices of large olive oil 
packaging firms (Blery and Sfetsiou 2008), on factors affecting consumers 
towards supermarket own-label products (Chaniotakis et al. 2010).  
A recent study by Vlontzos and Duquenne (2014) has examined the impact of 
subjective norms of consumer’s behavior in the Greek olive oil market. They 
concluded that regarding willingness to pay for different olive oil labels, 
consumers are willing to pay premiums only for olive oils being processed by 
either private companies or cooperatives. In addition, authors argue that even if 
significant market shares still belong to informal networks, -which are analyzed 
to self consumption, and purchase from either relatives or friends who produce 
it-, this consumer behavior, is not being adopted by younger consumers, 
providing considerable hints that this market structure comes to its end (2014: 
7). 
It seems that since 2005 olive oil market in Greece has changed. A considerable 
number of brands emerged while consumers’ behavior adjusts to new needs 
following global patterns that display an increasing appreciation for variety in 
quality (see Testa 2011). At the same time the “quality turn” has resulted in the 
proliferation of differentiated products and market segmentation and the 
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emergence of a new moral economy model based on a food safety culture that 
entails the bureauctatization of production, packaging and food distribution 
(Parga-Dans and Gonzalez 2017). It seems that a common strategy for local 
producers worldwide is to obtain geographical indication as a form of cultural 
branding in their effort to compete in an internationalized market (Hull 2015).14  
The example of Lesvos presents a valuable case study in order examine recent 
olive oil marketing trends that are structured around extrinsic and intrinsic 
qualities of olive oil exemplified in packaging, labeling and promoting.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 For research on other Greek local products see Galani-Moutafi on the commodification of Chios’ mastiha 
and the reproduction of rural space (2007, 2013). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 
Drawing on research on the island of Lesvos Greece, -an island which is 
characterized by the large number of olive trees and significant amount of olive 
oil production-, the aim of the present project is to identify and analyze different 
marketing management approaches.  
More specifically the research aims to: 
-­‐ To compare olive oil marketing strategies among companies that operate 
in Lesvos 
-­‐ To provide a marketing analysis on customers, company, competitors, 
collaborators, content in order to identify market segmentation, target 
market section and product and service positioning 
-­‐ To identify promotional objectives through an analysis of product and 
service, place and channels, promotion and pricing 
For the present study a mixture of qualitative methodological approaches has 
been used that involves review of secondary and primary data sources on olive 
oil producing and marketing, content analysis of websites owned by olive oil 
packaging firms in Lesvos, and open-ended interviews with olive oil 
entrepreneurs. In the subsequent subchapters the methodology of qualitative 
research is being reported in detail following guidance for reporting (O’Brien et 
al. 2014) and transparency enhancing (Tong et al. 2012). 
 
3.1. SECONDARY AND PRIMARY DATA SOURCES 
As presented in the previous sections secondary data involve literature review 
on olive oil marketing approaches, use of historical and anthropological sources, 
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research in EU legislation and published data on olive oil producing, 
consumption and exporting figures, use of articles and publications from olive 
oil organizations. 
In addition to secondary sources on olive oil producing and marketing I have 
obtained primary data on olive oil packaging firms in Lesvos from the 
Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean 15  and the 
Lesvos Chamber for Commerce and Industry through in person and phone 
communication in January 2018. In particular, I have obtained a list of olive oil 
packaging companies in Lesvos during 2016-17. Furthermore, four more 
companies have been added to the initial list with data obtained from 
Commercial Chamber of Lesvos. The list contains details and communication 
address of 24 companies (see Appendix I).16 Furthermore, the Directorate of 
Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean has also provided me a list of 
olive oil mills that operated in Lesvos during 2016-2017 (see Appendix II).  
Further data on Greek exports, –including olive oil exports–, has been obtained 
after phone and e-mail communication from the Panhellenic Exports 
Association–Export Research Centre [http://www.pse.gr/ communication in 
February 2018]. 
3.2. CONTENT ANALYSIS OF COMPANIES’ WEBSITES OR SOCIAL MEDIA PROFILES 
Web content analysis is a widely used methodology since as Luc Pauels argues 
“web phenomena, and websites in particular, are unique expressions of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15  The Prefecture of North Aegean operates also an agri-nutritional collaboration under the name “Islands 
of the Aegean”. See http://nisia-vaigaiou.gr/ [accessed November 2017] 
16 However, the list is far from complete. From the Internet and private communication I am aware of at 
least five more olive oil packaging companies that operate on the island of Lesvos. Yet, due to 
methodological reasons I decided to limit my research only to companies listed in the official list of 
Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean and juxtexposed it with data obtained 
from the Commercial Chamber of Lesvos. 
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contemporary culture, and as such they constitute a huge repository of potential 
data about contemporary ways of doing and thinking of large groups of people 
across ethnic and national boundaries” (2012: 247). Yet, it is important to 
recognize that an analysis of the rich content of websites should not be 
restricted in its verbal content but should include also its visual and multimedia 
features. Thus, as Pauels (2011, 2012) suggests a multimodal framework for 
analyzing websites should follow following stages: 
1. Presentation of first impressions and reactions 
2. Inventory of salient features and topics 
3. In depth analysis of content and formal choices 
3.1. Intra-modal analysis (fixed/static and moving/dynamic 
elements) 
3.2. Analysis of cross-modal interplay 
3.3. In-depth “negative” analysis 
4. Embedded point(s) of view and implies audiences(s) and purposes 
5. Analysis of information organization and spatial priming strategies 
6. Contextual analysis, provenance and inference 
Although the term ”multimodality” dates form the 1920s it has gained new 
impetus during the last decades and has broadened its meanings to “denote 
the integrated use of different communicative resources such as language, 
image, sound, and music in multimodal texts and communicative events” (van 
Leeuwen 2011: 549). A multimodal analysis needs to move from text-image 
relations and taken into account composition, diagrams, framing, color, 
typography and the use of visual background (van Leeuwen 2011: 567). 
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The list that had been obtained from the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, 
Prefecture of North Aegean and was further elaborated with information gained 
form Lesvos Chamber for Commerce contains the names and details of 24 olive 
oil packaging companies which operate in Lesvos.  
Seven of these 24 companies do not have a website and it was not feasible to 
obtain further information about their products.17 Thus, I have limited my web 
content research and analysis only to companies that have an Internet presence. 
Drawing on multimodal web approach I have analyzed the content of 16 
websites and one social media profile during January and February 2018. 
Table 10: Company names and websites 
Com
pany 
No 
NAME FOUNDING 
YEAR 
WEBSITE ETIQUETTES 
C1 Union of 
Agricultural 
Cooperatives 
of Lesvos 
2002 [1929] http://lesel.eu/ 
http://lesvosgold.com 
 
1. Lesvos Gold,  
2. Cotinos  
3. Theofilos 
4. Mytilinio 
5. Aeoliko 
C2 Catsacoulis 
S.A. 
2007 [ http://www.catsacoulis.gr/ 1. Molivo 
2. Irina 
3. Nissa 
C3 Rafteli-Protoulis 
& Co Lp 
2008 http://www.protoulis.gr/en/ 1. Aegean Gold 
2. Jordan 
C4 Olive oil 
producers co-
operative of 
Stipsi 
(Efstratios 
Sloumatis) 
2010 https://www.stipsi.gr/oliveo
il/index.html 
Virgin Oil Stipsi 
C5 Grigorios K. 
Gliglis 
2009 http://art-organicoil.gr/ 
[under construction] 
Geras 
C6 Tzotzis Michael  2009 http://en.olvia.gr/ 1. Olvia 
2. Eleon 
C7 Kotzagiozis 
Ignatios 
2011 http://www.isisoliveoil.gr/ Isis 
C8 Manousos P., 2012 NO (only fb) Porto Gera 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Four of these seven companies have started their operations during 2016/17. 
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Morianos E., 
Chatzimichalaki
s M. GP 
https://www.facebook.com
/PortoGera/ 
C9 Ververis, 
Ioannis 
2013 http://www.lasia.gr/en Lasia 
C10 Kalamboka 
Nikos & Mirta 
2014 http://eirini-oliveoil.gr/en Eirini 
C11  Afoi Zachari 
PCC 
2014 http://phenalos.gr/ Phenalos 
C12 Makropoulos, 
Andreas 
2015 http://www.meropioliveoil.
gr/index.php?lang=en 
Meropi 
C13 Papadellis, 
Charalambos 
and Co Lp 
2014 http://www.papadellis.eu/ 1. Sapfo 
2. Aeolis 
3. Alkaios 
C14 Hellenic 
Agricultural 
Enterprises 
2016 http://www.hae-gr.com/ 1. Acaia 
2. Aeolian olive 
C15 Ellanikos 
Mytilinaios 
Commercial 
and Industrial 
SA 
2016 http://www.pavlellisoliveoil.
gr/en 
1. Aiolikon 
2. Pavlelli 
C16 Avgiris, 
Spiridon 
2013 http://www.lesbiandonkey.
gr/en/ 
The Lesbian Donkey 
Olive Oil 
C17 Kanellos, 
Ioannis 
1997 https://www.blackbird.gr/e
n 
Blackbird Olive Oil 
 
A detailed presentation of the 17 companies that have been used for web 
content analysis can be found in Appendix VI “Brief profile of selected olive oil 
companies in Lesvos”. 
 
3.3. FIELDWORK AND INTERVIEWS 
In addition to multimodal web content analysis a major part of the research 
consisted of fieldwork and open-ended interviews with olive oil packaging 
entrepreneurs.  
Drawing on existing literature on olive oil producing and marketing an open-
ended questionnaire has been designed that consists of four parts (for further 
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details see Appendix III “Interview Questionnaire: Marketing research on 
packaged olive oil from Lesvos):  
1. Company details,  
2. Data on olive oil production- packaging- exports 
3. Marketing  
3.1. The Product,  
3.2.The Packaging 
3.3.The Market 
3.4. Pricing Strategy 
3.5. Promotion 
4. Difficulties  
Fieldwork has taken place in the island of Lesvos during January 2018 followed 
by subsequent telephone calls and e-mails exchange in February 2018. During 
my presence on the island I have tried to contact all the owners of the 17 
companies that have a web and/or social media presence. 12 of them agreed to 
be interviewed. I have managed to visit seven olive oil packaging companies 
and conduct semi structured interviews, while five more interviews have been 
conducted over the phone. All interviews lasted from 30 to 60 minutes. In 
addition I met the Director of the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture 
of North Aegean George Lagoutaris and I had a phone interview with the Vice 
Mayor of the Municipality of Lesvos Panayiotis Pitsios.  
Before the interviews I made to interviewees a brief presentation of my research 
and distributed the interview guide. I ensured them that information provided 
will be used only for purposes of the specific research. During the interviews I 
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took minute notes, avoided to ask leading questions (Alshenqeeti 2014), and 
adopted a self-reflective approach (Morrow 2005). 	  
Table 11: List of Interviewees 
Interviewee No Company Type Company Legal 
Entity 
 
I 1 SA Olive oil packaging 8.2.2018 phone 
interview 
I 2 General 
Partnership 
Sole 
proprietorship  
Olive oil mill 
Olive oil packaging 
9.2.2018 in person 
interview 
I 3 Sole 
proprietorship 
Olive oil mill 
Olive oil packaging 
10.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 4 Limited 
Partnership 
General 
Partnership 
Olive mill 
Olive oil packaging 
10.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 5 Sole 
proprietorship 
Olive oil packaging 10.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 6 Sole 
proprietorship 
Olive oil packaging 10.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 7 General 
Partnership 
Olive oil mill 
Olive oil packaging 
11.2.2018 phone 
interview 
I 8 Sole 
proprietorship 
Olive oil packaging 11.2.2018 phone 
interview 
I 9 General 
Partnership 
Olive oil mill 
Olive oil packaging 
12.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 10 SA Olive oil packaging 12.2.2018 in 
person interview 
I 11 Sole 
proprietorship 
Olive oil packaging 24.2.2018 phone 
interview 
I 12  Cooperative Olive oil mill 
Olive oil packaging 
26.2.2018 phone 
interview 
Although the number of interviews is limited to 12 it represents 50% of the 
entrepreneurs who are engaged in olive oil packaging and are presented in the 
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list obtained from the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North 
Aegean. Additionally, it is in accordance with Morrow’s view that “when 
necessary to predict sample size, the “magic number 12” is as good as any” 
(2005: 255). Thus, research saturation point has been reached.  
For the qualitative content analysis I have chosen the directed approach, i.e. 
analysis starts with a theory or relevant research findings as guidance for initial 
codes. As argued by Hsiu-Fang Hsieh and Sarah Shannon, “The main strength of 
a directed approach to content analysis is that existing theory can be supported 
and extended. In addition, as research in an area grows, a directed approach 
makes explicit the reality that researchers are unlikely to be working from the 
naive perspective that is often viewed as the hallmark of naturalistic designs” 
(2005: 1283). 
3.4. Rigour and trustworthiness 
Rigour and trustworthiness refer to “the ability to draw meaningful and accurate 
conclusion from all of the data in the study” (Creswell & Plano Clark 2007). 
In the preparation, organization and reporting of the research I have used the 
checklist proposed by Satu Elo et al. (2014) who argue the importance of 
scrutinizing trustworthiness of every phase of the analysis process: data 
collection method, sampling strategy, selecting the unit of analysis/ 
categorization and abstraction, interpretation, representativeness/ reporting 
results, reporting analysis process. 
Additionally, I a) tried to develop a relation of open communication, b) used 
more than one method of data collection (i.e. secondary and primary data, web 
content analysis, interviews, and c) tried to critically reflect on my data (Lennie 
2006).	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4. THE OLIVE OIL PACKAGING FIRMS IN LESVOS 
 
4.1. OLIVE OIL PRODUCING IN LESVOS FROM A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  
As mentioned by the historian Evridiki Sifnaiou, “In the beginning of the 
twentieth century, on a total surface of 1,630 km2, 10,000,000 olive trees 
yielded what provided the agricultural product for the processing of olive oil in 
113 steam-powered plants” (2004: 246) that raised to 140 in 1931 (2004: 263). 
However, during the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century olive-oil 
industry of Lesvos “bore the characteristics of a ‘limited horizon’ food industry, 
oriented mainly towards the domestic market, without any serious interest to 
compete for exports in the international scene” (2004: 267). The majority of the 
firms were family businesses that never exceeded the medium-sized industry. 
The financial crisis of 1912-1930 had major impact on olive oil industry in Lesvos 
and “those who managed through successfully, transferred their know-how, 
along with their business, to other business centers and especially, to Piraeus 
(ibid: 271). 18 Yet, the rural exodus that accelerated after the 1940s (leading to a 
population decline of -35% between 1940 and 1981) resulted in significant 
decline of most land uses other than olive oil plantations since the 1930s (Kizos 
and Koulouri 2010: 451). 
At approximately the same period a number of agricultural cooperatives began 
to be established on the island of Lesvos.19 The first one was the Olive Oil 
Cooperative of Gera in 1921 (Geragotelli 2001: 71). Apart from the formation of 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
18 Lesbos was one of Greece's territorial gains during the First Balkan War against the Ottoman Empire 
(10/1912-05/1913, treaty of London 1913) and was annexed to the Greek state with the Treaty of Lausanne 
in 1923. 
19 Τhe Cooperative Movement came to Greece at the beginning of the 20th century and expanded during 
the Interwar period. The establishment of the Agricultural Bank of Greece played a significant role in 
supporting these agricultural cooperatives. 
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numerous first grade agricultural cooperatives a second grade cooperative, the 
Union of Agricultural Cooperative of Lesvos, has been also established in 1929.20  
In the following years agricultural cooperatives continued to expand. Thus, in 
2000 there existed 62 first grade agricultural cooperatives (some of them 
produced olive oil and diary products and some only olive oil) and one 
agrotourism cooperative. 
 
4.2. THE CONTEXT OF OLIVE OIL PACKAGING COMPANIES 
Nowadays the island of Lesvos belongs to the regional unit of North Aegean 
that is one of the thirteen regions of Greece. The North Aegean region 
comprises of the islands of Lesvos, Limnos, Agios Efstratios, Chios, Oinousses, 
Psara, Ikaria, Samos and Fournoi. It has a total of area is 3,835.91 km² (1,481.05 
sq mi) and its population in 2011 was 199,231 inhabitants (density 52/km² or 
130/sq mi). The capital city is Mytilene which is located on the island of Lesvos.21 
Figure 2: The North Aegean Region  
 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Aegean 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20 For a presentation of agricultural cooperatives in Lesvos see Geragotelli 2001 and Savellis 2016. 
21 https://www.enterprisegreece.gov.gr/en/greece-today/greece-by-region#voreio-aigaio [accessed 
December 2017] 
Official website www.pvaigaiou.gov.gr [accessed December 2017] 
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The island of Lesvos has an area of 1,632.8 km² and its population in 2011 was 
86,436 inhabitants. Apart from the capital city Mytilene, Lesvos has a significant 
number of small cities and villages. 
Figure 3: The Island of Lesvos 
 
Source http://www.united-hellas.com/tourism/neislands/lesvos/index.php 
According to data obtained from the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, 
Prefecture of North Aegean in 2016/17 operated in Lesvos 54 olive oil mills (28 
of them belong to agricultural cooperatives and 24 are privately owned). 
Table 12: Olive Oil Mil ls and Packaging Companies in Lesvos 
Packaging 
companies 
Olive oil 
mills 
Agricultural 
cooperative 
olive oil 
mills  
 
Private 
Olive 
Oil 
mills 
Packaging 
companies 
that own an 
olive mill 
Agricultural 
cooperative 
olive oil 
mills 
involved 
into 
packaging 
Private 
olive oil 
mills 
involved 
into 
packaging 
 
24 54 28 26 12 222 10 
From these 24 packaging companies 12 have their own olive mill.23 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 Yet, LESEL the commercial subsidiary company of the Union of Agricultural Cooperatives of Lesvos is 
currently to a percentage of 51% privately owned. 
23 See Methodology Chapter, Appendix I and Appendix II for a detailed account of olive oil mills and olive 
oil packaging companies in Lesvos. 
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In relation to production quantities per year the Directorate of Agriculture 
Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean has provided me with following data 
[February 2018]:  
Table 13: Olive Oil Production in Lesvos 
Year  Olive Oil Total quantity 
in kg 
  Extra Virgin Virgin Lampante  
2012-13 86,644,209.61 7,039,890.50 5,275,311.45 4,406,322.38 16,721,524.33 
2013-14 21,829,465.80 2,130,684.00 1,867,520.00 1,225,370.00 5,227,655.00 
2014-15 43,739,586.70 2,929,771.50 2,559,052.70 3,628,314.20 9,105,452.10 
2015-16 47,635,584.00 5,192,386.50 2,645,561.90 2,850,995.60 10,688,944.00 
2016-17 33,585,692.65 3,321,335.53 1,879,755.01 2,061,819.74 7,262,910.28 
The majority of olive oil packaging companies are family owned Small Medium 
Enterprises that are heavily depended on the owner’s decisions and marketing 
strategies. Testa (2011) argues that due to non-industrial characteristics of 
speciality products, speciality producers are mainly Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs). Moreover, the speciality food sector has shown extraordinary 
levels of internationalization in recent years and varied internationalization 
patterns. However, there seems to be an apparent consensus supporting the 
proposition that there are three general classes of explanatory variables 
underlying the globalization process: the characteristics of the SME, the 
idiosyncracies of the decision maker, and the external environment in which the 
firm has to compete (Stern and Peterson 2001).  
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5. TARGET MARKETS AND PRODUCT POSITIONING 
Only three of the companies I have contacted were involved with olive oil 
packaging before the decade of the 1990s. For many decades the main quantity 
of olive oil that was produced in the island of Lesvos was either sold to the olive 
mill in bulk form or was kept for private consumption. Signs of change appeared 
during the 1990’s when a growing number of individuals started to cultivate 
their own olive groves and package the olive oil they produced. This tendency 
increased in following years. Today the local market consists of : 
• Yearlong established packaging and distributing companies without an 
olive oil mill 
• Yearlong established packaging and distributing companies with an olive 
oil mill (agricultural cooperatives) 
• Companies that started with packaging and distributing and then bought 
or constructed and olive oil mill 
• Olive mill owners who decided to entry the packaging market 
• Olive oil cultivators who decided to produce, bottle, brand and distribute 
their own olive oil  
 
5.1. MARKET SEGMENTATION 
As it is also exemplified in the literature the main product of these firms is Extra 
Virgin Olive oil (EVO), while some of them produce Extra Virgin Organic Olive 
Oil and Virgin Olive Oil.  
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Company No Extra Virgin 
Olive Oil 
Extra Virgin 
Organic 
Olive Oil 
Virgin Olive 
Oil 
Olive Oil 
C1 •   •  •  
C2 •   •  •  
C3 •  •  •   
C4 •   •   
C5 •   •   
C6 •  •    
C7  •    
C8 •     
C9 •  •  •   
C10  •    
C11     
C12     
C13 •   •   
C14 •  •  •   
C15 •  •  •   
C16  •    
C17 •  •  •   
Twelve firms produce EVO, eleven produce organic EVO, ten Virgin Olive Oil 
and two Olive Oil. The procedure of packaging and marketing is closely related 
to the production of high quality olive oil. Thus, these packaging companies 
have to draw on specific supplies of a product that is heavily depended on 
weather conditions. Moreover, old cultivation and harvesting techniques 
influence the bulk of extra virgin olive oil that can be packaged and exported. 
Supply constraints in extra virgin olive oil is an important parameter for 
companies that are heavily depended on buying olive oil from other cultivators.  
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A number of entrepreneurs have referred to the fact that “The people who are 
in the primary sector have grown older and there are no motives for the younger 
generation to go into olive grove” (Ι 11) while others have mentioned the need 
for up to date training and seminars in the olive oil chain (from producing to 
marketing) (I 5). 
 
5.2. TARGET MARKET  
Supply of virgin olive oil is also an important parameter for target market 
choices. The majority of the companies target to exports and the main export 
target markets include Germany, Australia, Italy, Belgium, Austria, and Japan.  
Company Name Local Market Exports 
C1 •  •  
C2 •  •  
C3  •  
C4 •  •  
C5  •  
C6  •  
C7 •  •  
C8 •  •  
C9 •  •  
C10  •  
C11  •  
C12 •  •  
C13 •  •  
C14  •  
C15 •  •  
C16  •  
C17 •   
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With the exception of only one, –which is a recently established packaging 
company-, all other companies target foreign markets, while ten of them 
distribute their products also in the local market. In addition, three more 
companies market their products in duty free shops in selected Greek airports. 
Shortage of high quality olive oil compels in some cases entrepreneurs to 
decide which their premium market would be. 
While some of these firms buy olive oil from other olive cultivators and are able 
to export large quantities (around 500t each firm) other entrepreneurs prefer to 
market their own product exclusively from their olive groves and thus export 
quantities are rather low. Similarly, the ones that do not export attribute it 
mainly to insufficient quantities: “If I had a larger production I would target other 
markets. But in order to keep the quality of the product we have to keep our 
production low” (I 11). As mentioned by another entrepreneur, “Although the 
yearly olive oil production in Lesvos is eight to ten thousand tons only two to 
three thousands are the ‘good oils’ that can be exported. In addition, only two 
of the packaging companies own olive oil tanks that can be used for the storing 
of olive oil for next year. Thus, we are heavily depended on each year’s 
production” (I 5). 
 
5.3. PRODUCT POSITIONING 
Company Name Food Product Health Product Luxury Product 
C1 •  •  •  
C2 •   •  
C3 •  •  •  
C4 •    
C5   •  
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C6 •   •  
C7  •  •  
C8   •  
C9   •  
C10  •  •  
C11   •  
C12   •  
C13 •   •  
C14 •   •  
C15 •    
C16  •  •  
C17  •  •  
The majority of companies promote their products as luxury ones (5 companies), 
closely followed by companies that regard their product as luxury and health 
product (4), and companies that have different brands categorized as food and 
luxury products (4). Two produce only food products and two package a product 
that belongs in all three categories (food/ health/ luxury). The choice to enter 
the luxury olive oil market is closely associated with choices in packaging, 
pricing and promoting. 
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6. MARKETING APPROACHES 
6.1. PRODUCT 
6.1.1. Brand Name 
The majority of brand names closely refer to the olive oil, the island of Lesvos, its 
surrounding area, or its history, -“Eleon”, “Olvia”, “Aegean Gold”, “Geras”, 
“Aiolikon”, “Theofilos”, “Sappho”, “Lasia”-,24 while others have female names, -
“Isis”, “Meropi” “Eirini”-, related to a mythical or historical figure or even a real 
person. Only recently entrepreneurs began to choose different names such as 
“The Lesbian Donkey Olive Oil” or “Blackbird Olive Oil”. Names are carefully 
chosen and the majority of entrepreneurs have a story to narrate about their 
branding name; “We wanted to break free from names connected to olive oil, 
olive tree. This is the reason why we have chosen the name ‘Blackbird’. It is a 
bird that flourishes in Lesvos” (I 2). 
6.1.2. Quality Attributes and Protected Geographical Indication 
The majority of packaging companies point up the quality attributes of their 
products in packaging labels or in detailed descriptions that appear in the 
websites. For companies that produce more brands at least one is being 
exemplified as of superior quality. On the contrary, the use of Protected 
Geographical Indication (PGI) as a branding tool, –as suggested by the 
literature–, is limited. Only seven olive oil brands use it on their labels and for 
their promoting. In order for a product to be able to be labeled as PGI product 
its production and packaging process has to follow certain standardized 
procedures. According to data published by ELGO-DIMITRA in 2015 thirty 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 Geras is an olive oil producing area in Lesvos, Aiolis is the name of the surrounding area of Lesvos, 
Theofilos and Sappho are two famous poets from Lesvos, Lasia is the ancient name of Lesvos. 
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production, eight packaging, and five distributive with private label olive oil 
companies were certified for PGI in Lesvos.25 
In what follows product descriptions from companies’ websites and sales sites 
are presented: 
Company No Quality Attributes PGI 
C1 It has a spirited youthful aura 
characterized by bold fruity 
flavor, distinctive bitterness 
and pungency.  
PGI 
C2 “In its desire to protect the 
high quality and unique 
characteristics (colour, aroma, 
flavour) of Lesvos olive oil, 
which are inextricably 
associated with its place of 
origin,  
the European Community has 
officially designated Lesvos as 
a Protected Geographical 
Indication (P.G.I.) of olive oil”. 
 
C3 A golden olive juice with a 
unique taste and a wonderful 
aroma 
NO 
C4 The color, the taste, and the 
aroma, are well blended, a 
remindful Aegean experience 
NO 
C5 Characterized as fruity 
medium intensity 
NO 
C6 Balanced taste, bright color, 
intense flavor  
NO 
C7 Retaining all the aromas, rich 
flavor and the multitude of 
beneficial substances 
PGI 
C8 Unique freshness and mild, 
fruity aroma 
NO 
C9 Golden-green oil , 
characterized by a fruity flavor 
and the particular delicate 
aroma of fresh grass 
 
C10 Bright golden yellow in colour PGI 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25  See research findings reproduced by Sevitel –Greek Olive Oil Packaging Industries Association- 
http://www.sevitel.gr/node/60 [accessed February 2018]. ELGO-DIMITRA is the Greek Agriculture 
Organization that focuses on research, education and certification. See http://elgo.gr/index.php/el 
[accessed February 2018]. ELGO-DIMITRA operates since 2015 one of its three certified Laboratories for 
Olive Oil in Lesvos -See https://laboliveoil.nagref-cha.gr/index.php/mitilini-lab-gr [accessed Februrary 
2018]. 
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with green hues, a strong 
fruity taste and an earthy 
bouquet, with tones of freshly 
cut grass, oregano, rosemary 
and bitter almond. 
C11 - NO 
C12 Gold in color with a sea and 
herb aroma 
PGI 
C13 Yellow-golden olive oil with 
very low acidity, potent aroma 
and spicy flavor, fruity  
NO 
C14 Its richly complex aromas 
evoke the freshness of leaves, 
herbs and grass, combines 
with nuts, tropical fruit and 
apple. 
NO 
C15 - NO 
C16 Return to the tastes and 
aromas of by-gone area 
PGI 
C17 The sensory features that 
stand out are the tomato 
notes and the slightly spicy 
fragrances of mountains 
herbs, with the mildly sweet 
aftertaste 
NO 
6.1.3. Packaging 
The majority of the firms package their products in glass or tin which are 
considered to be the best materials for the preservation of olive oil. For the 
same reason dark colors are preferred since they do not let the sunlight affect 
the quality of olive oil. Thus, the colors of glass packaging are in their majority 
green (light green or dark green) or in some cases even black and the colors of 
tin packaging are green, black, white or sliver.  
Company No Material Dimensions Color 
C1 Glass, Tin, Plastic 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1L, 3L, 5L 
Dark Green, Light 
Green, Transparent 
C2 Glass, Tin, Plastic 100 ml, 500 ml, 1l, 5L Light Green, 
Transparent 
C3 Glass, Tin, Plastic 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1L, 3L 5L 
Dark Green, 
Transparent, Dark 
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Blue, Light yellow 
C4 Glass, Tin, Plastic 40ml, 100ml, 250ml, 
500ml, 750ml, 1L, 5L 
Transparent, Light 
Green, Green-Yellow 
C5 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 5L 
Light Green, Silver 
C6 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1L, 5L 
Dark Green, Light 
Green, White-Yellow, 
Black-Dark Green 
C7 Glass, Tin 500ml, 750ml, 1L Green 
C8 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 5L Anthracite Black 
C9 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 5L 
Gold-Green, Light 
Green, Dark Green, 
White-Black,   
C10 Glass, Tin  250ml, 500ml, 1L, 5L Dark Green, Black 
C11 Glass, Tin 500ml, 2L Light Green, Silver 
C12 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1L, 5L 
Green, Black 
C13 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1L, 5L 
Black, Green, White 
C14 Glass, Tin 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 5L 
Dark Green, White 
C15 Glass, Tin, Plastic 250ml, 500ml, 
750ml, 1l, 5l 
Light green, 
Transparent 
C16 Glass, Tin 500ml, 1l, 6l  Dark Green, Silver 
C17 Glass, Tin 250 ml. 500 ml, 20 l Black, White, Silver 
 
6.2. PLACE AND CHANNELS 
As mentioned in previous subchapter [5.2] the majority of packaging firms target 
towards international markets. Their placing and channels differ significantly and 
depend on their experience in the market and quantity of product. Thus, 
yearlong established firms may have their own company representative in major 
markets such as Germany, while others market their product mainly through 
personal channels. 
A major channel for a number of newly established firms is their participation in 
olive oil competitions and food expos where they can present, promote and 
market their product. In some occasions they participate in food expos as part of 
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a larger entrepreneurial group under the auspices of the Prefecture of North 
Aegean or the Municipality of Mytilene. 
Packaging firms that operate in local market sell their products mainly in super 
markets and delicatessen shops while a limited number of firms distribute their 
award winning olive oil products in selected duty free shops. 
 
6.3. PRICING 
Companies that package large quantities target local market as well as export 
countries. They are usually placed in the market with different products, types of 
packaging and in most cases they brand in the premium as well as in the 
economy pricing. Exclusive marketing in the premium pricing is the choice of 
most companies that cultivate their own olive groves. From the entrepreneurs I 
have interviewed 6 are placed both in premium and economy pricing, 5 in 
premium pricing and 1 in economy pricing.	  
 
6.4 PROMOTION 
6.4.1. Websites 
A major means of promotion is a website. In what follows the content of the 
website of 17 olive oil packaging companies is presented using a multimodal 
analysis: 
C1 Using a saturated light green-yellow color the website provides 
information in long horizontally oriented paragraphs without decoration 
typography. With the exception of a limited number of moving images in 
the first page the website has fixed/static elements. The content of the 
webpage is informative and images are used illustratively. Content of the 
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website includes following information: “About us, Products, Olive Oil 
History, Olive Oil Health, Contact”. 
C2 The website uses a white background, polarized composition and a 
significant number of moving/dynamic images. The emphasis on the 
informative character of the website is supported by rich text and a 
plurality of images that have both an anchored and an illustrative relation 
to the text. Content of the website includes following information: 
“Home, Olive Oil from Lesvos, History, Products, Recipes, Contact Us”. 
C3 Using a saturated light gold and white color the website provides 
information in vertically oriented paragraphs employing only static 
elements. Photos are used illustratively and refer exclusively to products, 
area, facilities, olive oil museum, people and awards of the firm. Content 
of the website includes following information: “Our Company, News, 
Products, Olive Oil & Mytilene, A Precious Journey, Health, Recipes, 
Awards & Distinctions, Photo Gallery, Contact”. 
C4 In a white background the webpage employs a horizontal composition to 
provide information about the product. With the exception of the logo 
that is presented in moving/dynamic manner the webpage uses only 
static elements. The images are exclusively photos of the product and the 
procedure and take up more space than the text. Content of the website 
includes following information: “Home, Product Analysis, Grades of Olive 
Oil, Contact”. 
C5 A webpage under construction presents in a light grey background the 
logo and the product of the firm. The black bottle with the logo in white 
and gold color makes a contrast with the background. 
C6 The webpage uses white background with green-yellow banners to 
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present both in horizontally and polarized composition rich information 
on products, procedures, and awards. Images refer exclusively to the 
product, the procedure, people, and awards while some images are 
presented in moving/dynamic manner. Content of the website includes 
following information: “Home, About, Production, Products, News, 
Contact, 2B2”. 
C7 With a background of bright olive green color the website uses hues of 
brown, green, gold and plenty moving/dynamic elements to present the 
product. The horizontal composition of the website is being combined 
with scrolling images and banners. Content of the website includes 
following information: “Home, About Us, Products, Production, Contact 
Us”. 
C8 This olive oil is not promoted through a webpage but via a social media 
account. Static photos of the product, the firm, and the procedure are 
published without further comments. 
C9 A banner that consists of a blurred image, a polarized background in 
saturated light green and a centered background in dark olive green 
color, –where information in the form of text, sketches and images is 
presented–, are employed for the composition of this webpage.  Detailed 
description of products’ qualities is presented in form of graphics. 
Content of the website includes following information: “The Company, 
Production, Product, The Olive Tree, The Island, Communication”. 
C10 The website uses a black banner with the product’s logo and white 
background while both types of composition, horizontally and vertically, 
are being employed in its different webpages. The webpage has a strong 
informative profile and the use of images is limited to the presentation of 
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the product, members of the company, facilities, and surrounding area. 
Content of the website includes following information: “Olive Oil, About 
Us, Awards, Health Claim, Announcements, Contact Us”. 
C11 The website uses a grey background with a banner with the company’s 
logo. Detailed information is being provided in horizontal composition 
while photos are presented in static manner at the bottom of the text in 
form of a gallery. Content of the website includes following information: 
“Home, About Us, Products & Services, Processes & Procedures, Contact 
Us”. 
C12 Using a panel of nine parts that are labeled “Our History”, “Our Family”, 
“Our Home”, “Our Olive Oil”, “Our Products”, “Recipes”, “Video”, 
“Awards”, “Health Benefits of Olive Oil” and consist of dynamic/moving 
pictures and text the website adopts the style of a photo album to 
present the product, its history, and its characteristics. Under each part 
information is presented in a horizontal composition while images have 
both an anchored and an illustrative relation to the text. 
C13 In a white background twelve moving/dynamic images present the 
company’s products. Each image leads to a different webpage where a 
larger photo of the product is to be found. Content of the website 
includes following information: “Home, Our Company, Our Products, 
Blog, Contact”. The premium product of the company has its own 
webpage that is presented in black and white background with 
moving/dynamic elements. 
C14 The webpage uses an olive green and dark background with 
moving/dynamic elements that consist of text and images. The rich 
informative content of the website is presented in horizontal composition 
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in a number of pages and polarized in others. Images have both an 
anchored and an illustrative relation to the text. Content of the website 
includes following information: “Home, Who We Are, Our Products, All 
About Olive Oil, Recipes from Lesvos, Awards, Contact”. 
C15 The website uses a white background with a light green olive branch 
motive and a polarized composition. Detailed descriptive information 
about the company and its products is accompanied with a number of 
static and moving images. Content of the website includes following 
information: “Home, Company, Products, Exports, Quality Guarantee, 
Orders, Contact” which appears only in Greek.  
C16 In a white background with dispersed olive leaves the webpage employs 
a polarized composition to present related information. The only image 
to be included is the photo of the product itself while white-black original 
sketches of olive tree, harvesting, and production are being used to 
illustrate the text. Content of the website includes following information: 
“The Olive Oil, About Us, Lesvos & the Donkey, Production Process, 
Community, Find Us”. 
C17 Using a black and white background and fonts in white, black and orange 
color the webpage looks similar to the packaging of the product which is 
also black and white. The moving/dynamic content of the webpage 
consists of detailed informative descriptions and images that have an 
illustrative relation to the text. Content of the website includes following 
information: “Home, Our Olive Oil, Our Island, Timeless Value, About Us, 
Contact Us”. 
The content of almost all websites is rich, informative, and descriptive while the 
more recent ones use dynamic/moving images and elaborated graphic design in 
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their effort to be more appealing. Used as a significant means for information 
and promotion the majority of websites are carefully presented and maintained.  
6.4.2. Participation into olive oil competitions 
More than half of the seventeen olive oil packaging companies have been 
awarded numerous medals and prizes for their products in international and 
European olive oil competitions. 
Participation into such competitions is considered for many of them as 
significant in order to place and promote their product in a competitive market. 
“In 2009 we had the courage to participate into an international olive oil 
competition in Italy. We have been awarded the 3rd best olive oil from Greece. 
Foreign markets showed interest in our product and things began to roll” (I3). 
In 2015 three olive oils from Lesvos were distinguished among the 161 best 
olive oils in the world (ranked 79th, 63rd, 145th respectively).26 
Emphasis on olive oil competitions as a promotion tool is not limited to 
entrepreneurs from Lesvos. During the last years a number of olive oil 
competitions are held in Greece with the participation of local and international 
producers. 27  The importance of such competitions exemplifies the growing 
interest of olive oil producers’ and consumers’ alike in olive oil’s quality 
attributes. 	    
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26	  See footnote 9.	  
27 See, for example, the international olive oil competition Athena https://www.athenaoliveoil.gr/el/ 
[accessed February 2018] 
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CONCLUSION 
Recent literature on olive oil emphasizes the growing significance of quality 
attributes and health characteristics. A number of studies present extra virgin 
olive oil as a fruit extract, a juice that needs to be cultivated, produced, and 
packaged with great care and following specific procedures. This tendency is to 
a certain extent further imposed by EU legislation that provides a detailed 
framework for the description and classification of olive oils, their production 
and their packaging. 
Since EU is the largest producer, consumer and exporter of olive oil worldwide 
its norms and legislations have a great impact on olive oil marketing. Greece is 
the 3rd olive oil producing country but it falls behind Spain and Italy in terms of 
exports with private labeling. Nevertheless, in recent years Greek olive oil 
producers strive to overcome yearlong habits and practices and adapt to 
changing marketing as well as EU regulated environments.  
Taking as its example olive oil packaging companies in Lesvos the present study 
analyzed and discussed marketing strategies, and identified success factors and 
good practices. 
Research has shown that nowadays in Lesvos coexist a significant number of 
packaging companies that differ significantly in size, equipment, facilities and 
amount of production. Success factors and good practices of these companies 
include: 
• The majority of firms draw for their promotion on personal stories that 
include their family history, their interest in olive oil cultivation, and the 
strong olive oil tradition of Lesvos island. 
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• The majority of them are relatively small family owned business and thus 
entrepreneurs emphasize their personal knowledge and involvement in all 
stages of production. 
• In most cases entrepreneurs themselves take care of the details of 
naming/branding, labeling/packaging. 
• Following recent trends in olive oil marketing special attention is given to 
quality and health attributes. This focus is exhibited in labeling and in 
detailed descriptions in companies’ websites. 
• Due to the fact that the majority of firms are relatively small in size their 
owners have personal contacts and networks in markets abroad. 
• Participation into olive oil competitions is used as a significant tool for 
brand recognition and promotion. 
On the other hand these companies have to compete in a market environment 
that displays certain characteristics and has special difficulties: 
• Size production of extra virgin olive oil is unstable since it depends on 
yearly weather conditions. 
• Old cultivation and harvesting techniques minimize the amount of extra 
virgin olive oil that can be packaged and exported. 
• Lack of motives impedes a younger generation from entering the job. 
• The peripheral character of the island has significant impact on 
production and distribution costs. 
• Despite the fact that there is a strong olive oil tradition on Lesvos island 
and olive oil from Lesvos is recognized from EU as PGI product there are 
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not sufficient and adequate efforts to built a strong “Olive Oil from 
Lesvos” brand profile. 
• With the exception of one entrepreneur there is no emphasis on food or 
alternative tourism related to olive oil. 
Following the outcomes of the research a number of suggestions can be made 
that would be useful for olive oil entrepreneurs, state officials (from the 
Prefecture of North Aegean, the Municipality of Lesvos, the Ministry of 
Reconstruction of Production, Environment and Energy), locals engaged in the 
tourism industry, and consumers: 
• More systematic efforts should be made to built an “Olive Oil from 
Lesvos” brand profile related to the island’s history, tradition, number of 
olive grooves and existence of historical olive oil museums. These efforts 
could include –but are not limited to– a photo exhibition, video, website 
for olive oil from Lesvos, brochures. 
• Seminars and workshops to educate entrepreneurs in better cultivating, 
producing and packaging practices could have a positive effect to the 
quantity and quality of extra virgin olive oil and organic extra virgin olive 
oil. Towards this end a greater collaboration with the Olive Oil Laboratory 
in Mytilene that belongs to the Hellenic Agricultural Organization 
“Demeter” (Ministry of Reconstruction of Production, Environment and 
Energy) and the promotion of this collaboration in websites, journals and 
newspapers is needed. 
• Promotion of food tourism and alternative tourism in form of visiting olive 
grooves, olive mills, olive oil packaging firms and experiencing harvesting 
and producing olive oil could have a positive impact not only to olive oil 
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promotion but also to tourism in general. Thematic visits, food and cook 
experiences, should be included. 
• Collaboration with universities, academic centers and summer schools 
abroad in order to establish an olive groove summer camp and/or 
seminars could enhance the profile of Lesvos as an olive oil producing 
island and promote its local product overseas. 
In sum, the recent proliferation of privately labeled olive oil packaging 
companies in Lesvos could benefit from marketing strategies that combine an 
interest in branding (related to packaging, design, family history and an 
emphasis on olive oil quality attributes and health characteristics) with marketing 
approaches that underline the local background of the product and place it in a 
broader context that brings together threads of collective history, island 
tradition, scientific knowledge, and sensual experience. 
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APPENDICES 
 
APPENDIX I  
List of Olive Oil Packaging Companies in Lesvos 2016-17 
Information obtained from the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean 
and the Lesvos Chamber for Commerce and Industry [January 2018] 
 
N
o 
CERTIFIC
ATION 
NUMBER 
NAME FOU
NDIN
G 
YEAR 
COM
PANY  
FORM 
ADDRESS PHON
E & 
FAX 
NUMB
ER 
E-
MAIL 
WEBSI
TE 
PRODUCT
S 
1 EL-40-
012 
Union of 
Agricultur
al 
Cooperati
ves of 
Lesvos 
2002 
[1929
] 
Co-
operat
ive 
Skala 
Pamfilon, 
Mytilene 
81100, 
Lesvos 
+3022
510376
61 
sales@
lesel.g
r 
http://l
esel.eu
/ 
1.Lesvos 
Gold 
2.Cotinos 
3.Theofilos 
4.Mytilinio, 
5.Aeoliko 
2 EL-40-
084 
Catsacouli
s S.A. 
2007 
[ 
SA Mytilinis-
Thermis 2nd 
km, 
Mytilene 
81100, 
Lesvos 
+2251
047007 
info@c
atsaco
ulis.gr 
http://
www.c
atsaco
ulis.gr/ 
1.Molivo 
2.Irina 
3.Nissa 
3 EL-40-
108 
Rafteli-
Protoulis 
& Co Lp 
2008 Family 
owne
d 
Megalohori, 
Plomari, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+2252
099290
+2252
032100 
info@
proto
ulis.gr 
http://
www.pr
otoulis.
gr/en/ 
1.Aegean 
Gold 
2.Jordan 
4 EL-40-
209 
Olive oil 
producers 
co-
operative 
of Stipsi 
(Efstratios 
Sloumatis) 
2010 Co-
operat
ive 
Stipsi, 
81109 
Lesvos 
+3022
530912
06 
esstip
si@ote
net.gr 
https://
www.st
ipsi.gr/
oliveoil
/index.
html 
Virgin Oil 
Stipsi 
5 EL-40-
155 
Grigorios 
K. Gliglis 
2009  (in the 
website 
Vienna 
address) 
Skopelos, 
Geras 81100 
Lesvos 
(in the 
websit
e 
Vienna 
phone 
numbe
r) 
+3022
510840
90 
gliglis
@art-
organi
coil.gr 
http://a
rt-
organic
oil.gr/ 
[under 
constru
ction 
Geras 
6 EL-40-
153 
Tzortzis 
Michael  
2009 Family 
owne
Pigi, 8110 
Lesbos 
+3022
510472
info@
olvia.g
http://e
n.olvia.
1.Olvia 
2.Eleon 
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d 41 r gr/ 
7 EL-40-
271 
NO 
Joanna 
Zourou 
2012  Moria, 
81100 
Lesvos 
+3022
510314
56 
+3069
375580
63 
dimi 
zouro
u@hot
mail.c
om 
NO No further 
information 
8 EL-40-
251 
Kotzagiozi
s Ignatios 
2011  Outza, 
Mytilene 
81100 
Lesvos 
+3069
377610
51 
 http://
www.isi
soliveoi
l.gr/ 
Isis 
9 EL-40-
290 
Manousos 
P., 
Morianos 
E., 
Chatzimic
halakis M. 
GP 
2012  Skopelos, 
Geras 81100 
Lesvos 
+3022
510843
54, 
+3069
322130
01 
porto
gera0
1@gm
ail.co
m 
NO 
https://
www.fa
cebook
.com/P
ortoGe
ra/ 
Porto Gera 
10 EL-40-
345 
Ververis, 
Ioannis 
2013 Family 
owne
d 
Polichnitos, 
81300 
Lesvos 
+3022
520421
11, 
+3069
451546
00 
info@l
asia.gr
ioanni
sverve
ris@ho
tmail.
gr 
http://
www.la
sia.gr/e
n 
Lasia 
11 EL-40-
421 
Kalambok
a Nikos & 
Mirta 
2014 Family 
owne
d 
Plomari, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+2252
032875
, 
+3069
861152
47, 
+3069
770167
68 
Info-
eirini-
oliveoi
l.gr 
http://e
irini-
oliveoil
.gr/en 
Eirini 
12 EL-40-
424 
 Afoi 
Zachari 
PCC 
2014 Privat
e 
Capita
l 
Comp
any 
Kalloni, 
81107 
Lesbos 
+3022
530222
84, 
+3069
822287
20, 
+3069
808883
85 
phena
los@g
mail.c
om 
http://
phenal
os.gr/ 
Phenalos 
13 EL-40-
453 
Makropou
los, 
Andreas 
2015 Family 
owne
d 
Skaminia, 
Skopelos 
81106 
Lesvos 
+3022
513006
94, 
+3069
andre
asmak
ropoul
os@g
http://
www.m
eropioli
veoil.gr
Meropi 
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474050
25, 
+3069
407231
00 
mail.c
om 
/index.
php?la
ng=en 
14 EL-40-
440 
Papadellis
Charalam
bos and 
Co Lp 
2014 Family 
owne
d 
Loutropoli 
Thermis, 
81100 
Lesvos 
+3022
510713
77, 
+3069
747045
69 
info@
papad
ellis.e
u 
info@
oliveoi
lsapfo.
com 
http://
www.p
apadell
is.eu/ 
1.Sapfo, 
2.Aeolis 
3.Alkaios 
15 EL-40-
517 
Hellenic 
Agricultur
al 
Enterprise
s 
2016 Limite
d 
liabilit
y 
comp
any 
Grigoriou 
Lambraki 
45, 
Lykovrissi 
14123 and 
1st km 
Mytilene-
Kalloni, 
81100 
Lesvos 
+3022
510466
13, 
+3069
326220
45. 
+3021
042946
82 
info@
hae-
gr.co
m 
http://
www.h
ae-
gr.com
/ 
1.Acaia 
2.Aeolian 
olive 
16 EL-40-
521 
NO 
 
Mamakou 
Tania 
2016  Plagia, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+2251
091035
, 
+3069
424448
01, 
+3069
775857
11 
xipter
as.k@s
elond
a.com 
NO No further 
information 
17 EL-40-
530 
NO 
Stylianou 
Malama 
2016 Sole 
propri
etorsh
ip  
Sykamnia, 
81104 
Lesvos 
+3069
784892
44 
elstyli
an1@
gmail.
com 
NO No further 
information 
18 EL-40-
532 
Ellanikos 
Mytilinaio
s 
Commerci
al and 
Industrial 
SA 
2016 SA Keramia, 
81101 
Lesvos 
+3022
510933
02, 
+3069
724037
41 
ellanik
os199
8@gm
ail.co
m 
http://
www.p
avlellis
oliveoil
.gr/en 
1.Aiolikon, 
2.Pavlelli 
19 EL-40-
548 
NO 
Κaldis, 
Michael 
2016 Sole 
propri
etorsh
ip 
Plomari, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+3022
510376
61, 
+3069
taksiar
xiulapl
omari
@gma
NO No further 
information 
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764107
12 
il.com 
20 EL-40-
585 
NO 
 Karaklas, 
Panayiotis 
2017  Polichnitos, 
81300 
Lesvos 
+3022
520410
14 
 NO Main 
activity: 
alcohol 
packaging 
21 NO Agiakatsik
as, 
Panayiotis 
2010  Plomari, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+3022
520315
87 
fanire
ny@g
mail.c
om 
  
22  Avgiris, 
Spiridon 
2013  Plomari, 
81200 
Lesvos 
+3022
520315
16 
info@l
esbian
.donk
ey.gr 
http://
www.le
sbiand
onkey.
gr/en/ 
The 
Lesbian 
Donkey 
Olive Oil 
23  Kanellos, 
Ioannis 
1997 Gener
al 
Partne
rship 
Alyfanta, 
81100 
Lesvos 
+2251
022432
, 
+3069
460668
87 
 https://
www.bl
ackbird
.gr/en 
Blackbird 
Olive Oil 
24 NO Katζanis-
Delogkou 
2009  Evergetoula, 
Myhou 
81100 
Lesvos 
  NO No further 
information 
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APPENDIX I I  
List of Olive Mil ls in Lesvos 2016-17 
Information obtained from the Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean 
[January 2018] 
 
No Olive Oil Mill Name Company Form Location Phone number and 
contact details 
1 G. Katzanos Sole proprietorship Kato Tritos +302251093666, 
+306946689784 
2 Hellanicus of Mytilene Pavlellis  Bros S.A. Keramia, Agiasos 
81101 
+302251093770, 
+30225093302 
https://ellanikos.web
node.gr/ 
3 Ioannis Vasilleli & Co 
Limited Partnership 
Co Limited 
Partnership 
Ippios +302251093221 
4 Dimitrios D. Soulakis & 
Sons General 
Partnership 
General 
Partnership 
Mesagros +302251082421 
http://www.agrocert.
gr/pages/mitrooIn.as
p?mID=1589 
5 Olive Oil Cooperation 
of Mesagros 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Mesagros +302251082420 
6 Olive Oil Cooperation 
of Palaiokipos A 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Palaiokipos +2251082353, 
+306948504035 
7 Folk Cooperation of 
Palaiokipos B 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Palaiokipos +302251082366, 
+306977776015 
8 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Skopelos 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Skopelos +302251084573, 
+302251082414 
9 Manousos P., 
Morianos E., 
Chatzimichalakis M. 
GP 
General 
Partnership 
Skopelos +302251082231 
10 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Skopelos 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Papados +302251082203, 
+302251082103 
11 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Akrasi 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Akrasi +302252091290, 
+306972921746 
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12 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Palaiohori 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Palaiohori +2252093270 
13 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Agiasos 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Agiasos +2252022312, 
+306973408803 
14 Nikolaos Ververis  Stavros +6944184515, 
+2252061758 
15 Raftelli- Protouli M. & 
Co Limited 
Partnership 
Co Limited 
Partnership 
Megalochori +302252092290 
16 Papoutsanis Georgios  Palaiochori +302252093380, 
+306977096382 
17 Protoulis & Co 
General Partnership 
Co General 
Partnership 
Trigonas +302252032100 
18 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Lisvori 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Lisvori +302252071560, 
+306977611195 
19 Olive Oil Cooperation 
of Polichnitos, Dimitra 
Cooperative 
Organization, 
General 
Partnership 
Polichnitos +302252041415 
20 Spyros Pahys  Polichnitos +306974991478 
21 Ververis, Ioannis  Polichnitos +3069451546000, 
+302252041110 
22 Olympos-P. Kantaris 
&Co Limited 
Partnership 
Co Limited 
Partnership 
Vasilika +2252071500 
23 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Kapi 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Kapi +302253093204, 
+306974627148 
24 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Kleious 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Kleiou +302253093317 
25 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Mantamados 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Mantamados +302253061270 
26 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Sykaminea-
Lepetymnou 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Sykaminea +302253055300, 
+302253055224 
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27 Aglaia M. Apostraggi 
– A. Tsaousi 
 Pterounta +302253051312 
28 Olive Oil Cooperation 
of Stipsi 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Stipsi +302253091206, 
+302253091211 
29 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Parakoila 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Parakoila +302253094358 
30 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Petra 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Petra +302253041208 
31 Olive Oil Productive 
Cooperation of Kalloni 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Kalloni +302253023228, 
+302253022303 
32 Pure Company 
Eressou-Antissis 
Municipal 
Corporatisation 
Vatousa +302253051253, 
+306932643139 
33 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Antissa 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Antissa +302253056276 
34 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Methymna 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Methymna +302253071361, 
+302253072232 
35 Olive Oil Cooperation 
of Ag, Paraskevi 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Ag. Paraskevi +302253031295, 
+306978044835 
36 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Skalohori 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Skalohori +302253098286, 
+302253098320 
37 Nakellis N. – 
Giannikou General 
Partnership 
General 
Partnership 
Skoutaros +302253092382, 
+302251020905 
38 Alkmini D. Passadelli  Antissa +302253056260 
39 Laskaridis Ignatios  Anemotia +306987242445 
40 Developmental 
Municipal Company of 
Lesvos / Fila 
SA Filia +306974568055 
41 Kanellos & Co General 
Partnership 
Co General 
Partnership 
Alifanta +302251022432 
42 Valiadis Antonis  Loutra +302251091557, 
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+306976438251 
43 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Loutra 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Loutra +302251091207, 
+302251042582 
44 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Mistegna 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Mistegna +302251094243, 
+306944788725 
45 Kokkinoforos Vasilios 
Limited Liability 
Partnership 
Limited Liability 
Partnership 
Moria +302251032011 
46 Agriculture 
Cooperation of Moria 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Moria +302251031475 
47 Agriculture 
Cooperation of 
Thermi 
Limited Liability 
Cooperative 
Society (Co-op-
Ltd.) 
Thermi +302251071434, 
+306974014027 
48 Apostolos Evstratios 
Mavrikios & Co 
Limited Partnership 
Co Limited 
Partnership 
Pamfila +302251031761 
49 N. Kinikli – N. Ch. 
Karadoukas General 
Partnership  
General 
Partnership 
Loutra +302251091133, 
+306976877654 
50 Giannoglou Ioanna  Mistegna +306948885925 
51 Giannakas Theodoros  Afalonas +302251032414 
52 Tzortzis Michael  Komi +302251047241, 
+306946906948 
53 Ch. A. Plomariti – Ch. 
Papadellis General 
Partnership 
General 
Partnership 
Thermi +302251071377 
54 Th. Kalafatis – P. 
Giakalis General 
Partnership 
General 
Partnership 
Komi +306932622074, 
+306972725093 
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APPENDIX I I I  
Interview Questionnaire: Marketing research on packaged olive oil  from Lesvos 
The scope of the research is to record and analyse marketing practices adopted by local 
companies that focus on packaged olive oil exporting from the island of Lesvos, Greece.  
 
RESEARCH TOPICS 
 
1.  THE COMPANY 
Name  
Communication details 
and website 
 
Company legal form (i.e. 
SA, PC, Ltd etc) 
 
Main shareholders/ 
participants 
 
Date of establishment  
Brief history of the 
company  
 
Number of workers  
Published annual turnover 
for the last five years (in 
case such information 
exists) 
2012                   2013 2014 2015 2016 
     
 
2.  PRODUCTION – PACKAGING – EXPORTS 
(If production is being made by another company please do not fill in respective questions – In 
relation to questions about quantity please provide information for as many years as you know)  
Starting year of 
production 
 
Place of production   
Quantity 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
     
 
Starting year of 
packaging  
 
Place of packaging   
Quantity 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
     
 
Starting year of 
exporting 
 
Export countries  
Quantity 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
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3. MARKETING 
3.1 THE PRODUCT 
(Which of the following characterizes your product? Please answer with a YES or NO) 
Natural characteristics Extra virgin   
Virgin  
Organic   
Other  
Production/ Procedure Biological  
Cold-pressed  
Other  
Olive variety  “Colovi”  
“Adramitini”  
“Ladoelia”  
Other  
Color Yellow/gold  
Green  
Other  
 
3.2 THE PACKAGING 
Packaging Kind of packaging (i.e. glass, 
aluminum, plastic) 
 
Dimensions  
Material  
Color  
Label Name  
Design  
Dimensions  
Color  
Information provided on the 
packaging 
Protected Destination of 
Origin (PDO) 
 
Protected Geographical 
Indication (PGI) 
 
ISO  
Information on organic/ 
nutritional qualities 
 
Place and mode of collection/ 
processing 
 
Taste and flavor   
Other  
 
3.3 THE MARKET 
(With the expection of the question on «export markets» which requires reference to specific 
countries please reply to the rest of the questions with a YES or NO) 
Placement in domestic and export markets  
Domestic market Lesvos  
Athens  
Thessaloniki  
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Other  
Export markets   
 
Places and distr ibution channels  
Agrifood cooperatives   
Food brokers  
Super markets  
Dute free at airports  
Small grocery stores   
To consumers directly (B2C)  
Internet  
Other  
 
Consumer Profi le 
Age 18-35  
 33-55  
 Above 55  
Income Low  
 Moderate  
 High  
Eating habits No preferences  
 Mediterranean   
 Gourmet   
 Other 
 
3.4 PRICING STRATEGY  
(please reply to the following questions with a YES or NO) 
Premium pricing  
Penetration pricing  
Economy pricing   
Skimming pricing  
 
3.5 PROMOTION 
(please reply to the following questions with a YES or NO) 
Advertising Website  
Pamphlets and brochures  
TV advertising  
Social media  
Other  
Exhibit ions Participation into 
exhibitions 
 
Participation into events 
organized by Lesvos 
Regional Unit and/or North 
Aegean Region  
 
Personal sales  
Sales promotion  
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Public relations  
Direct marketing E-mails, phone calls   
Responsible for promotion 
strategy 
The company itself  
Attribution to an expert 
Greek company  
 
Attribution to an expert  
foreign company  
 
 
4.  DIFFICULTIES  
(Please refer briefly to the main difficulties faced in relation to the marketing of your product) 
Local competition  
Competition with export 
markets 
 
Insufficient support from 
Lesvos Regional Unit and/or 
North Aegean Region  
 
National export policies   
Greek financial crisis  
Other  
Thank you for your cooperation 
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APPENDIX V 
Brief Profi le of selected olive oil  packaging companies in Lesvos 
As argued in the methodology chapter only companies that own a website and/or a social media 
account will be presented. The companies are presented according to the list obtained from the 
Directorate of Agriculture Economy, Prefecture of North Aegean. 
 
1. LESEL (Lesbian Cooperative Olive Oils)  
LESEL is the commercial subsidiary of the Union of Agricultural Cooperatives of Lesvos that has 
been established in 1929. During the decade of 1960-70 LESEL established as its trademark a 
woman in traditional outfit while in the end of the decade of the 1970s started its collaboration 
with Greek exporters who export bulk olive oil mainly to Italy. Direct exports of bulk olive oil to 
Italy will start in 1982 and in 1996 will start exports of packaged olive oil to Germany, Belgium 
and Japan (Charalambous 2011: 34-35). In 2014 the Union of Agricultural Cooperatives of Levos 
and the olive oil entrepreneur Konstantinos Kolivas have proceeded to the establishment of a 
new company Lesel SA (51% Konstantinos Kolivas and 49% Union of Agricultural Cooperatives 
of Lesvos) that would solely focus on the trade of packaged olive oil while keeping the existing 
brand name LESEL.28 The company produces five brands ranging from premium to economic 
quality and distributes its products both in local markets and abroad. 
PGI Extra Virgin Olive Oil: 
Lesvos Gold 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil: 
Cotinos 
 
 
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php , 
http://lesvosgold.com/29 
  
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 See the article “Re-launching the market. Lesvos cooperative olive oils” 
http://www.emprosnet.gr/article/69815-xanavgainoyn-stin-agora 20.02.2015 
29 Although it appears in the main website of the company Lesvos Gold has also its own website. 
2/19/2018 Lesel SA - Products
http://lesel.eu/products.php 1/2
Acidity 0.3% – 0.45% 
Peroxide ≤ 20 mEq Ο2/kg 
Wax content ≤ 250 mg/kg 
K232 ≤ 2.50 
K270 ≤ 0.22 
DK ≤ 0.01
Colour: Gold 
Odour: Medium Fruity 
Taste: Fruity, Medium Bitter & Peppery 
Origin: Lesvos, Greece 
Olive Variety: Kolovi, Adramytini 
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil:  
Theofilos and Mytilinio 
Virgin Olive Oil:  
Mytilinio 
 
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php 
 
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php 
 
 
Olive Oil 
Aeoliko and Mytilinio 
Pomace Olive Oil 
 
 
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php 
 
Source: http://lesel.eu/products.php 
 
 
2. Catsacoulis SA  
Catsacoulis SA, was founded in 1863 on the island of Lesvos as an export oriented company. 
With the slogan “The olive oil exporting Co We export all over the world” and the logo of a 
2/19/2018 Lesel SA - Products
http://lesel.eu/products.php 1/2
2/19/2018 Lesel SA - Products
http://lesel.eu/products.php 1/2
2/19/2018 Lesel SA - Products
http://lesel.eu/products.php 1/2
2/19/2018 Lesel SA - Products
http://lesel.eu/products.php 1/2
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resting lion Catsacoulis claims to be the oldest olive oil company in Greece. The company’s first 
olive oil NISSA (the name derives from the French town Nice) was produced in 1863 and 
continues to be produced ever since followed by two more products Molivo and Irina. The 
company’s three products range from premium to economic pricing and in Greece they are sold 
mainly to the northern part of the country (NISSA is also to be found in major supermarkets). 
Catsacoulis SA exports to Germany, Finland, Belgium, France, Japan, Australia.  
Lesvos P.G.I. Extra Virgin Olive Oil: MOLIVOS 
 
http://www.catsacoulis.gr/molivo-lesvos-p-g-i-extra-virgin-olive-oil/ 
 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil: IRINA 
 
Source: http://www.catsacoulis.gr/irina-extra-virgin-olive-oil/ 
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Olive Oil: NISSA 
 
Source: http://www.catsacoulis.gr/nissa-olive-oil/ 
 
3. Rafteli-Protoulis & Co 
Rafteli-Protoulis & Co is a family business that has started in the beginning of the decade of the 
1990s. In 1994-95 the two brothers have traded their first packaged olive oil and in 2005 an olive 
oil mill has been bought. Currently there are two companies one for olive oil production and one 
for olive oil packaging but they will merge into one SA next year. The company owns the 
Aegean Gold brand while a new brand is under preparation. Products are being exported to 
Germany, Sweden, Swiss, Belgium, Slovenia. 
 
Source: http://www.protoulis.gr/en/products_main.shtm 
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The company’s main product is Aegean Gold: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Virgin Oil, and Organic 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.protoulis.gr/en/products_main.shtm 
 
Additionally, the company produces the olive oil Jordan on behalf of a family from Germany 
who has been settled on the island of Lesvos since 1989. Jordan Olive Oil is being distributed in 
Germany and sold in the Internet. 
Jordan: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil  
 
Source: https://www.jordanolivenoel.de/Jordan-Olivenoel_1  
2/19/2018 PROTOULIS OLIVE OIL
http://www.protoulis.gr/en/products_extra_virgin_olive_oil.shtm 1/2
 
 
our
 products
 Extra virgin olive oil
Virgin olive oil
Organic extra virgin olive oil
Extra Virgin Olive Oil Aegean Gold
 
GREEN MARASKA BOTTLE, 250ml
 
SUPER EXTRA ( acidity max. 0.5 )
24 bottles/ box
PALLET ( 1.00 x 1.20 ) = .... BOXES
  GREEN MARASKA BOTTLE, 500ml
SUPER EXTRA ( acidity max. 0.5 )
12 bottles/ box
PALLET ( 1.00 x 1.20 ) = .... BOXES
     
   
GREEN MARASKA BOTTLE, 750ml
SUPER EXTRA ( acidity max. 0.5 )
12 bottles/ box
PALLET ( 1.00 x 1.20 ) = ... BOXES
   
     
 
METAL TIN 5L, green
 
SUPER EXTRA ( acidity max. 0.5 )
4 tins/ box
PALLET ( 1.00 x 1.20 ) = 60 BOXES
  METAL TIN 1L, green
 
SUPER EXTRA ( acidity max. 0.5 )
12 tins/ box
PALLET ( 1.00 x 1.20 ) = .... BOXES
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Raftellis-Protoulis & Co will introduce in the following months two new brands that are more 
luxury oriented. Protoleo: Extra Virgin Olive Oil PGI, early harvest (limited reverse) and AEGAEA: 
Extra Virgin Olive Oil PGI, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil PGI 
 
Source: photo by the researcher 
 
4. Olive oil  producers co-operative of Stypsi 
The olive-oil producers co-operative of Stypsi started to operate their own olive oil mill in 1928 
and began to produce packaged olive oil during the decade of the 1970s.  It is the only first 
grade olive oil cooperative that is involved with olive packaging, trade and exports. While 80%-
85% of their packaged production is distributed in local market the rest is being exported to EU 
countries (mainly Germany) and Australia. The cooperative launches only one brand: Agricultural 
Cooperative Stypsis: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Virgin Olive Oil. 
 
Source: http://www.stipsi.gr/oliveoil/index.html 
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5. Grigorios Gliglis 
The Gliglis Virgin Olive Oil is being produced by Gliglis family harvesting the family’s own olive 
tree groves and following the principles of organic agriculture. 
 
Source: http://art-organicoil.gr/ 
 
6. 	  Tzortzis Michael 
Tzortzis is a family owned company with tradition in olive oil industry. Owning 350 hectars of 
olive trees and a modern olive press mill the products of the company have often gained awards 
and medals in European and international olive oil competitions. The company produces two 
brands. 
Olvia: Extra Virgin Organic Oil, Organic Green Olive Oil  
 
Source: http://en.olvia.gr/olviaorganicextravirginoliveoil/ 
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Eleon: Extra Virgin Olive Oil. 
 
Source: http://en.olvia.gr/eleon-extra-virgin-oliveoil/ 
 
7. Kotzagiozis Ignatios 
Kotzagiozis is a family owned business that specializes in olive oil packaging. The sole brand of 
the company Isis is produced exclusively from Kotzagiozis family own olive groves. Isis is an Extra 
Virgin Organic PGI Olive Oil. 
 
Source: http://www.isisoliveoil.gr/?nLang=en 
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8. Manousos – Morianos – Chatzimichalakis 
Operating one of the oldest olive oil mills in Lesvos Manousos-Morianos-Chatzimichalakis also 
package their own olive oil. Porto Geras is an Extra Virgin Olive Oil. 
 
 
Source: https://www.facebook.com/PortoGera/ 
 
9. Ververis Ioannis 
It is a family business with years of experience in olive oil production who also own an up-to-date 
olive mill. The company produces the olive oil Lasia that is to be found in following qualities: 
Extra Virgin Organic Olive Oil, Organic Agoureleo, Extra Virgin PGI Olive Oil, Extra Virgin Olive 
Oil, Virgin PGI Olive Oil, Virgin Oil 
 
Source: http://www.lasia.gr/en/products/57 
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Source: http://www.lasia.gr/en/products/33 
 
10. Kalambokas Nikos & Mirta 
Devoted to the organic cultivation of olive trees, harvesting their own olive groves and owning 
their own olive oil mill Kalambokas family produce the olive oil Eirini Plomariou Kolovi that has 
gained numerous quality and health claim awards in international and European olive oil 
competitions.  
Eirini Plomariou Kolovi: Extra Virgin Olive Oil PGI 
 
Source: http://www.eirini-oliveoil.gr/en 
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11. Afoi Zachari PCC 
Phenalos is a farming products packaging and bottling company that has been established in 
2013. In addition to olive oil also packages and distributes other food products such as olives, 
figs, honey, herbs, salt. 
Phenalos: Organic Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://phenalos.gr/products-services/ 
 
12. Makropoulos Andreas 
Drawing on their family tradition members of a family owned business cultivate their own olive 
groves in order to produce exclusively the olive oil Meropi: Extra Virgin Organic Olive Oil PGI.  
 
Source: http://www.meropioliveoil.gr/index.php?lang=en 
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13.  Papadell is Charalambos and Co Lp 
A family owned business with yearlong tradition in olive oil production the Papadellis company 
owns its own olive oil mill and produces three olive oil brands. 
Sapfo: limited edition extra virgin olive oil, Basic Row Extra Virgin, Premium Extra Virgin,  
 
Source: http://www.papadellis.eu/olive-oil/sapfo-limited-edition-extra-virgin-olive-oil-500-ml 
 
Aeolis: Aeolis extra virgin, Aeolis virgin 
 
Source: http://www.papadellis.eu/olive-oil/aiolis-extra-virgin-olive-oil-5-litre 
 
Alkaios: Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.papadellis.eu/olive-oil/alkaios-virgin-olive-oil-5-litre 
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14. Hellenic Agricultural Enterprises 
Hellenic Agricultural Enterprises is a company that is located in Athens and produces olive oil 
from Lesvos. Its main marketing targets are global markets. The company produces and 
distributes worldwide two main brands ACAIA and Aeolian. 
ACAIA: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Flavoured Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.hae-gr.com/products.php 
 
Aeolian Olive: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Virgin Olive Oil 
 
 
Source: http://www.hae-gr.com/products.php 
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15. Ellanikos Myti l inaios Commercial and Industrial SA 
The company has a yearlong family tradition in olive oil cultivation, production, packaging and 
exporting. In the present the company produces and distributes in local market and abroad two 
brands. 
Aiolikon: Organic Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.pavlellisoliveoil.gr/en/product/organic-olive-oil 
 
Pavlelli: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.pavlellisoliveoil.gr/en/node/5 
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16. Avgiris Spiridon 
The Lesbian Donkey is a small family owned business whose members are involved with the 
cultivation, harvesting, production and distribution of olive oil. Furthermore, the company has a 
social orientation and focuses on sustainability. It produces one brand. 
Lesbian Donkey: Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: http://www.lesbiandonkey.gr/en/about-us 
 
17. Kanellos Ioannis 
The Kanellos packaging company is strongly related to a family owned, vertically integrated 
olive oil production business with yearlong experience in olive oil cultivation and production. It 
produces one brand. 
 Blackbird: Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil, Virgin Olive Oil 
 
Source: https://www.blackbird.gr/en 
